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New technology center opens
Wireless internet
connections are part
of technology at new
student computer lab
By Rhonda CoMn
CAMPUS LIFE REPORTER

The new Student Technology
Center officially opened on the
first floor of Jerome Library
Tuesday.
The project has been in the
works since last September and
its mission is "to promote campus technology and general
information technology literacy,"
said Paul Cesarini, director of the
center.
Cesarini also added that the
Center's purpose is to provide a
resource for students to have
tutoring on technology.
"We do hear from faculty that
some students come not knowing how to set up pages for term

papers or knowing how to use
Powerpoint for presentations or
spreadsheets ... what we are
doing is giving a safe place to
learn," said Linda Dobb, the
University's executive vice president
The center is also experimenting with new technology itself.
For the first time at the
University, the center is using
wireless computers with Internet
connections. The computers are
hooked up to a hub that provides
Internet connection without all
the wires. This will make the computers in the center more flexible
for students to use and easier to
move around.
The Center is equipped with
nine computers, including laptops, but Cesarini expects to add
more later in the semester. The
computers are iMacs with
Windows-based systems, and are
accompanied by laser printers.
"The Center is expected to be

beneficial to the campus,"
Cesarini said And according to its
website, http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/studenttech, it wants to
be thought of as the "computer
equivalent to the Writers Lab."
The Student Technology
Center's website contains information on topics from how to use
lw m^m iW
a computer to successfully complete a paper that is due soon, to
how to check your BGNet e-mail.
The website also includes links to
technology related news from the
Associated Press, the Los Angeles
Bk>'*"
"SitTimes and the New York Times.
Skis'*
Jtf^ r^jq
It also has step-by-step tips on
where to find information
through the Jerome Library's
resources or the Internet itself.
The Center is now available to
walk-ins, but appointments can
be made by calling 372-9277. The
i^QF$e
Center's hours are Monday
through Thursday from 10 a.m. to
Tom Rnd BG New
6 p.m. and Fridays 10 am to 2
PRESS ANY KEY: This iMac from the Technology Building is a model of what the new Tech Center otters.
p.m.
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STUDENTS TO USE WEBMAILU AMIMS E-MAIL

U. re-evaluates
school calendar

February.

Goodbye 32,000 Is
Email accounts9:
Lotus 6,000*ched
Notes
4,000*

'Faculty

"I definitely experienced a time
crunch... I didn't
have enough time
to sleep, pack and
and do my holiday
shopping without
feeling rushed."

By Ivy Ickes
WOMENS ISSUES REPORTER

Students

By J«Tt Amett

Instructions on switching to migration letters.
system only does e-mail, and
the new e-mail system, which
"We've heard that a lot of stu- that it's "very standard." As a
With students returning from consists of software by Sendmail dents threw those out," Sader result, it is more reliable, uses
hardware that can be mainChristmas break, migration on running on UNIX servers, said.
from Lotus Notes to the new e- have been sent to everyone. ITS
Students who haven't saved tained by the UNIX-trained
mail system is speeding up, is now waiting for people to their letters can get their pass- workers the University already
according to Jennifer Sader, E- switch.
word by going to the Technology has and can be run mainly by
"All the migration letters have Support Center, 129 Hayes Hall, current ITS personnel.
mail Systems Director for
Lotus Notes, on the other
Information
Technology been sent out,"
with their stuSader said. "I
hand, ran on a server that will
Services.
dent IDs.
"Lotus
Notes
was
"The requests have really would love to
After
the now be sold because ITS "can't
very complex for forms
picked up in the last few days as see them all do
are com- really use it for anything" and
required several sets of outside
students got back'to campus," ii tomorrow."
this organization. pleted, the vendors
to maintain, Sader said.
The new sysSader said.
information is
"It was a little more difficult to
saved until the
Students can switch their tem offers POP. Sendmail is a simand pler system, has a
end of the day. count on them than it is to count
accounts themselves before IMAP
on our own people here," Sader
Friday, Feb. 23. Then, ITS will We b M a i I
"When you
web
interface
and
switch them. Sader mentioned access. POP is
enter
your said.
According to Linda Dobb, the
that a benefit to switching vol- the protocol
will work with
request,
its
executive vice president who is
untarily is being in control of currently used
entered
in
a
file
a variety of
through prowhen it is changed.
that
we in charge of technology, the new
like
platforms."
Also, Lotus Notes users who grams
process night- e-mail system cost about
and
$300,000. Lotus Notes, however,
don't change systems before Eudora
ly," Sader said.
"was a fairly expensive system
then will lose their old messages. Outlook. IMAP
Once
the
LINDA
DOBB,
on an ongoing basis."
Those who switch before the is an e-mail
user
is
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
"Lotus Notes was very comdeadline can request messages protocol that
switched over,
plex for this organization," Dobb
to get moved. Sader said mail for keeps messages
a
message
is
600-700 people has been moved on the server instead of storing sent with final instructions for said. "Sendmail is a simpler sysso far. Those who are forcefully them on a personal computer, the change. POP users are given tem, has a web interface and will
switched will lose all their old and is ideal for people who don't instructions for changing their work with a variety of platforms."
messages. People who use POP archive messages and like to settings in Eudora or Outlook.
clients like Eudora or Outlook read them from several computThe personal calendar abiliSader
said
she
is
pleased
with
will not be affected because they ers. Eudora and Outlook can be
ties that were considered a bensave messages on their own configured to use IMAP the new system.
efit when Lotus Notes was intro"The main issues have been duced are not included in the
WebMail is an DMAP client that
computers.
that we're using two different new system, but the University
About 5,400 users had uses a web browser.
To switch voluntarily to the systems," she said. Some adjust- is working on a replacement
switched over by yesterday, and
Sader predicted that would rise new e-mail system, users can go ments have been necessary, she
"We're looking for a calendarto 6,000 by today. She said there to the e-mail 2000 website and added, but that's the case with ing system," Dobb said. She said
are about 32,000 accounts in all, fill out a couple of forms. To do any new system.
the University is working on a
"I definitely support getting portal, a personalized website
though that number includes this, however, a special authentidormant accounts that she cation password is needed. The rid of Lotus Notes," Sader said for students and faculty. It may
passwords were sent in the She noted that the new e-mail be ready by Aug. 1.
hopes will be weeded out
TECHN010CY REPORTER

Various committees around
the University are working on
changes to prevent a holiday
crunch for fall 2001.
The Faculty Senate and
Committee of Academic Affairs
(CAA) is primarily responsible for
creating the academic calendar.
The CAA is aware of students'
frustrations over last fall semester's finals week ending three days
before the holidays.
Although the CAA attempted to
re-evaluate the 2000-2001 academic calendar early last semester,
the discussion was ended by
administrators who claimed it
was too late to make changes.
Mark Gromko, vice provost of
Academic Affairs, said the timing
of finals week was of concern, but
not an item of considerable discussion. The administration

RACHAELLEFEVRE, FRESHMAN

knew a late fall finals week would
cause inconveniences, but felt
they would be less than those
caused by changing other dates
within the academic calendar.
The students, faculty and staff
at the University all experienced
stress associated with ending
CALENDAR. PAGE 5

Aviation Studies
buys 2 new planes
By lames Seay
BUSINESS REPORTER

Two new planes are ready for
students to Oy.
This past August the Aviation
Studies Program purchased two
new Cessna airplanes for approximately $150,000. The planes
were purchased to enhance the
learning experience for students
who are studying to become
pilots.
Although the planes were purchased a few months ago, the
University only recently received
the airplanes over winter break.
Jon McDermott, interim direc-

tor of the Aviation Studies program, played an essential role in
bringing the Cessnas to the
University.
"With the new purchase, our
program has the newest airplanes
with the best technology... we (the
University's Aviation Program)
are the top dog in the MidAmerican Conference," said
McDermott.
Those who will be using the
planes are pleased with the purchase.
"The Cessna airplanes are ideal
PLANES, PAGE 5

Undecided freshmen receive free laptops in attempt to help retention
By Ionian Fonts
RELIGION REPORTER

One hundred and fifty freshmen with undecided majors are
getting free laptops this semester.
In an effort to improve the
grades and retention of freshmen
at the University, Macintosh
IBooks will be provided by
Student Technology Services to

targeted students next week.
The freshmen were chosen by
Lisa Mel high of the Office of
Academic Enhancement
"We were trying to identify typical first-year students," McHugh
said. She assembled a list of
names and passed it on to Paul
Cesarini, project manager of
Technology Literacy Initiative,

1

who is also in charge of the program.
The initiator of the experimental program was Linda Dobb,
executive vice president She was
concerned by research which
showed that students with no
clear major in mind are less likely
to graduate, let alone continue,
coUege.

"Overall, we're trying to help all
our students and see them
through to graduation," Dobb
said. Thus, she hopes the program will help these students
persist to graduation
There are three ways Dobb
thinks the program will benefit
students. First, it will provide the
freshmen with their own com-

I

puters. Second, the laptops are
equipped with tutorial software
designed to aid the students with
all their classes. Finally, she hopes
to keep in dose contact with the
students, and help them with all
their questions.
"I think the students will benefit from the laptops," McHugh
said. "Hopefully, it will help them

become more computer literate
and more comfortable with technology."
She also believes that the laptops will be a tool for the students
to be successful with their classes.
"I think it's a good opportunity
for us," said Sarah M Smith, one
LAPTOPS, PAGE 5
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Sneezing, coughing, aching ahead
By Tori Parker
HEALTH REPORTER

It seems that when your mother told you to wash your hands,
she knew what she was talking
about
According to Betty DeSilvio, a
registered nurse at the Student
Health Services (SHS), frequent
hand washing is one of the best
ways to prevent the transmission
of germs that can cause, among
other things, the flu.
Beware, the flu is coming.
February and March are often
peak months of the flu season,
according to Cindy Puffer, the
Pharmacy Coordinator at the
SHS.
She also said that stronger flu
seasons tend to occur every other

year. Since last year's was mild,
this year's might be strong
College students are more at
risk for getting the flu because
many live communally in places
with poor circulation, Puffer said.
In addition, many students have
irregular eating and sleeping patterns which can
also elevate
their risk.
DeSilvio
said that
flu symptoms can
include
fever,
chills,
body
aches,
exhaustion,

inability to sleep, headache and a
dry cough.
To prevent the flu, other techniques besides washing your
hands include getting a flu shot,
exercising, getting plenty of rest
and eating nutritiously.
DeSilvio also said, however, that "no students
with flu symptoms have
been diagnosed at the
Student
Health
Services as of
this date"
this year.
If you
think you
JCMNIFER MGOBS BGNews
may have the

flu, DeSilvio suggests you go to the
SHS as soon as possible.
If caught before the first 24
hours, medication can be given to
help combat the symptoms. After
this time, medication is not as
effective.
Many people request antibiotics for the flu, but antibiotics
won't work. The only course of
action, DeSUvio said, is to let the
virus run its course.
You can still treat the symptoms
by using fever reducers such as
Tylenol, getting plenty of restand
drinking a large amount of fluids,
including soup.
There are dozens of places to go
on the internet to find soup
recipes,
including
http://uww.soupreripe.com.

FLU SHOTS: A MINISERIES

S- Flu shots don't give you the flu, although Itwy might give you some
minor aches w a fever.
—-f- - - Flu shots only combat three strains ol the flu. The three strains are
decided the year before from statistics in Asia, because we usually
get the strains of the flu that Asia gets the previous year.
■^ ■ — There are three vaccines in a flu shot. This means that it won't catch
all of the different types of flu.
— -j— The shots take 7-10 days to get into your system.
"- Last semester, the SHS administered every amount of the vaccine that
it ordered - almost 1500 shots!
" Although the SHS has no more vaccines left, you can still get a flu shot
from the Health Department flu clinics.

KEIOI FOX BGN.™

Apartments broken into High court rejects
while students on break U. Pitt appeal
By Craip. Gltford
CHIEF REPORTER

Most students are excited when winter break comes around. For some students, however, this past break
brought about the realization that
uninhabited homes and apartments
are prime targets for break-ins and
burglaries.
Eleven residential areas were broken
into over winter break, said Lt. Brad
Conner of the Bowling Green Police
Department. A majority of them were
apartments
According to Conner, most of the
items that were taken included computer equipment, camera equipment,
compact discs, movies, CD players and
over 20 DVD's.
Conner said that, while break-ins are
not a regular occurance, semester
breaks are a prime time for them to
occur.
"I would say it's rare," he said. "Its
not uncommon during extended
breaks to see break ins when people

return."
Elaine Burns, junior, along with her
roommates had their apartment broken into over break.
Bums said that they noticed the
break in when they returned last
Thursday to an unlocked door.
"The door was completely
unlocked," she said. "There wasn't any
forced entry. The cops are looking into
maintenance at Greenbriar, which had
the only key to our place."
Among the items taken from the
apartment were Bum's computer, and
some of the wires from her roommate's
computer.
According to Conner, the police
department does take extra precautions regarding break-ins, especially
when the students are out of town.
"We have extra officers because we
are aware of the possibility that we
may see break-ins when students are
on break," Conner said.
Although the police department
does its part to prevent burglaries,

Conner said there are a number of
measures that the residents can take
themselves to prevent break ins.
"Take the stereo equipment home
with you. Take home the television and
computer. Then when they return,
they will realize it was a lot of work to
do, but that it will go a long way in
helping them avoid being a victim," he
said.
Conner also suggested placing the
serial number for a computer or game
system in a safe place, in order for the
stolen item to be tracked more easily.
"If we have serial numbers, we can
enter it into the computer and it can be
looked out for," he said.
Bums, who has also had her bike
stolen this year, says she does not think
her stolen computer will be returned
either.
"I really don't have any hope," she
said. "When I called Greenbrier, they
just said, 'sorry, that happens'."

By Dave Hartman
THE PITT NEWS

PITTSBURGH - Tuesday, the U.S.
Supreme court denied a petition filed by
The Pitt News. The case, which focuses on
the constitutionality of a law enacted by
the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, will
return to District Court in the coming
months.
The Pennsylvania law at the heart of the
case is Act 199, a 1996 statute that prohibits any school-related publications
from printing "all alcoholic beverage and
malt beverage advertising."
The prohibition effectively illegitimizes
alcoholic advertising through school-affiliated mediums including radio or television broadcasts, newspapers, periodicals,
outdoor advertising, booklets, fliers or
"any other printed or graphic matter."
Vic Walczak. the executive director of
the Pittsburgh American Civil Liberties
Union, is The Pitt News' lead counsel in
the case. Walczak said he was disappointed, but not surprised by the high court's
refusal to hear the case.

"Personally, I'm not surprised," he said.
"We were not real hopeful that they would
take our case."
The Pitt News' petition maintains that
by dictating acceptable advertisement
content, the commonwealth of
Pennsylvania is effectively limiting free
speech, a constitutional guarantee outlined in the First Amendment- The paper
and the ACLU assert that prohibiting alcohol advertising minimizes potential profits, thereby preventing the paper from
keeping up with competitors.
According to Walczak, the length of
each issue of The Pitt News, as well as the
paper's ability to purchase new equipment to remain competitive are both
affected by the law.
The commonwealth defends its statute,
holding that The Pin News cannot assert
the First Amendment rights of third parties. The commonwealth said that the
parties directly affected by the statute are
readers and advertisers, and that both are
capable of bringing suit against the law
themselves.

!
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Help Wanted
Intermittent/Temporary
Food Service Workers

Night of Comedyf

Brad Lowery ■

i_.

Bowling Green State University Dining Services
SERVICES
Position: Intermittent Food Service Worker, University Dining Services. Division of
Student Affairs.
• Approx. 30 hours per week position
• Limited to 1000 hours or less each fiscal year (July 1 -June 30)
• Performs duties related to the operation of Food Service Areas
Food Service Worker Responsibilities:
• Serves food
• Assists at catering events
• Performs light food preparation (i.e. cleans vegetables, makes sandwiches, prepares
pizzas and assists with Bake Shop menu items, etc.)
• Maintains a beverage or busing station
• Cleans and sanitizes pots, pans and dishes
• Mops floors
• Cleans and sanitizes restrooms

This Friday, January 19, 2001
in room 101 Olscamp.
7:30-9:00pm
*Brad has opened for
such stars as Chris Rock,
Sinbad, Adam Sandier,
Martina McBride,
Tommy Davidson and
Dennis Miller*

Qualifications:
• Pleasant congenial personality and excellent interpersonal communication skills
• High degree of flexibility and energy
• High school diploma or equivalent experience preferred
• Ability to lift up to SO pounds
Pay Rate:
• $7.03 per hour and $7.31 (after 700 hours of employment)
• Paid every other Friday
• Direct deposit of paychecks to a bank, savings & loan, or other financial institution is
mandatory.

Brad Lowery

Sponsored By:
B

G s v

BGSU
DANCE
MARATHON 2001
UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

1 )nnations .iri' ex pi. ."tod and al

Anticipated Workshift:
• Covers a 7-day a week operation
• Typical workshift: 11 am -8 pm; 10am-3 pm; 9pm-3 am; II pm-4am;
11 am - 8 pm on Saturdays & Sundays
• May work immediately through - JjineJS, 2001
• «rh-*.tarl hmak* inrimte- Ttumk««rivinq Rrrrs* /Nnv«nrv-r 21 ■ 2.S. 2001V Semester
Rere« .necemher 25.2001 ■ Jan 14.20021: and Snring Recess (March 12 - 16. 2001 i

Marathon!

Benefits:
• Holiday pay provided 1-1/2 times your regular pay if you work the holiday
• Sick Leave is earned at the rate of 4 hours 36 minutes for every 80 hours paid
• Contributes to (PERS) Public Employees Retirement System
• Eligible for worker's compensation assistance and unemployment
Permanent BGSU Job Bidding:
• After intermittent employee completes 700 hours of work with BGSU. employee can
bid on permanent positions as a BGSU Employee.
To Apply:
An employment application must be completed and turned into Human Resources,
100 College Park Office Bldg„ North College Dr., BGSU, Bowling Green, OH 43403.
Please pick-up job description in Human Resources, (419) 372-8421.
BGSU is an EEO/AA employer-educator.
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CROSSWORD

Message to the
Z 'lias: ladies
can't get enough
of the robot talk!
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Bivouac beds
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Part ol BA
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Everglades
wader
Bound forward
irrigation
coiauWw
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24 Oasytke towei
25 Thai woman
27 Sc-ling
instrument
29 Aotomowe uo
34 Put in stlcnes
37 Harms
SSMuHurJe
39 Taon
41 Earth model
43 _Dorr«ni
44 Make giate'ul
48 M.OMcaitM
48 Cobb and Hardrn
49 Srxkurst system
52 For every
53 Booonvkne figure
54 Border shrub
58 Director lupmo
60 Keep out
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boards
64 Moves to the bear
66 Bookkeepers''
68 SometninQlo
think about
69 Far less co"j.i
70 Port city ol
Ponnsytvama
71 Classify
72 Hoi. spicy drtnk
73 Cereal grasses

Violence in the
Hundred Acre Wood

1

JASON
PEABODY
First year dishwasher

Tensions belwecn members of
the cast of Winnie the Pooh came
to a head yesterday, as a Disney
Store, peddling licensed Winnie
the Pooh merchandise, was looted and burned by disgruntled
second-string inhabitants of the
Hundred Acre Wood.
The characters of Rabbit. Owl.
Kanga, Roo and Christopher
Robin were in police custody as of
Wednesday, 6:53 p.m., after being
forcibly detained at the store in
Ashcroft Commons Mall, outside
Fresno. Calif. Owl, Kanga. Roo
and Christopher Robin were
handcuffed while dousing a large
pile of Tigger plush toys with
kerosene.
Rabbit, believed to be the ringleader, lodged himself under a
shelf of Pooh mugs and had to be
forced out with tear gas.
"That little fellow had some
scary teeth, and they hurt.
Yeeeowch". said Fresno Police

Chief Howard Clifton. He
declined to comment further.
Though much remains to be
known about the cause of this
vandalism, Rabbit, speaking for
the group in a brief press conference before being escorted into a
waiting paddy wagon, expressed
discontent with the lucrative success of the series' other starsTigger. Piglet, Eeyore and Pooh
liimself.
"The offstage cameraderie
which once brought so much to
the acting and the storylines has
disintegrated amongst the private jets, exclusive parties and
excessive drug abuse that their
success, at the hands of these corporations, has brought them."
Rabbit also made reference to
the flood of mostly Tigger-centered paraphernalia which has
proven a huge seller amongst col lege-age females across the
nation.
Christopher Robin, in a comment made prior to his arrest,
was heard to say. "Bright red running shorts went out in the eighties. Milne (a reference to the
series' creator, A.A. Milne)!!! With

the ridicule I've endured, are you
surprised? Are you™"
Damages, which were in direct
result from the torching of a pile
of Tigger stuffed toys gutted half
of the store. As well was the forced
destruction of approximately 70
Eeyore bean bags. Clothing featuring Tigger and Pooh was spray
painted, and an indistinguishable
lump of charred plastic weighing
approximtely 90 pounds was later
identified as the remains of about
500 Piglet keychains napalmed in
the ordeal. Water damage from
the sprinkler sytem that was trig
gered by the smoke is estimated
at SI.3 million dollars.
Business at the mall is expected
to continue as usual, and the
store should be operational by
mid-February, officials said.
All five suspects are currently
sharing a cell in Fresno County
Jail. Court proceedings are slated
to begin Monday.
Editor's Note: Hey. we all know
this was fictional and that these
animals are not real... or are they?
We like to think so.
peabody@bgnet. bgsu.edu
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About to trade in
your toothbrush for
the answer to 36 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them.
All you need to do is check the
answer key. still located on this
very page We think.
dothes
47 Old anesthetc
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OHIO WEATHER
Thursday, January 18
Accti Weather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high
temperatures

FUZZY LITTLE
CUBBY:
Oh, the humanity! Pooh
bear is helpless against
the powers of old, grumpy
men. Somebody call
Christopher Robin, he'll
call Eeyore and the tandem can ride out to the
nursing home to save our
beloved Pooh.

WORD OF THE DAY

PURLOIN
Pronounciation: p&r-'loin
Function: verb
Etymology: Middle English
Date: 15th century
la: to appropriate wrongfully and often by a breach
of trust b: to put off
2: to delay, put away, misappropriate also: a really
not cool thing to do to
someone you like

Sunny Pi Cloudy

Cloudy

Showers

T-Morms

Rim

Flumes

Snow

Ice

HaAmomnOfrnts

THREE-DAY FORECAST
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SAY WHAT?!?

Cloudy

Snow

Snow

"One good thing
about Hell at least,
is that you can probably pee wherever
you want to."
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JACKHANDEY
COMIC, WRITER AND
AND DEEP THINKER
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"Julia Gulia ... that's all there is
to sayI"
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CAPTAIN RlBMAN '» Whatchu Talkin' Bout, CR?
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Interesting website worth checking out
www.mcsweeneys.net
„. tdTem that Eric sent ya!
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ON-LINE CONTEST!"
YOU

HATS OFF TO YA'
BUDDY: Hail to thee King
of Free Music. Buddy, you
sure know how to break the
law. And for that, Page 3
says thanks Shawn!

can win TV's Seth Anderson's dirty
laundry for an entire
week! Log on to
Page 3 on The
BG News
website

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

and find out
how. You too could join the
ranks of the elite and blessed!
www.bgnews.com/pagfi3
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CLINTON THANKS ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —A teaiy-eyed President
Clinton thanked his home state Wednesday for a lifetime of political lessons that earned him to the White
House and kept him there for eight years. "None of it
would have been possible without you," he said.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Promoting premier learning
Protect the investment
That is what it all boils down to.
Well, that and the proliferation
of rumors.
To explain, many people got
fired up when they read an article
that stated at-risk freshmen at
BGSU would be getting free laptop computers.
Instantly, every upperclassman
who had a sub-par academic
year immediately upon arrival in
Bowling Green was imitated. Why
not them?
And doesn't it seem as though
the University is rewarding unfo-

cused behavior?
That would be the "proliferation of rumors" aspect.
The truth of the matter is that
the University has been given a
grant, part of which will go to give
a selection of freshmen a free laptop. Freshmen who are undecided in their major and career
goals.
Again, upperclassmen will be
wondering why. After all, we had
to put up with busy computer
labs and jumping into college
without a tutorial program.
But when you look at it
through the eyes of the

Exposing threat
to American way
AT ISSUE Why should it be that people resolve to
improve themselves only once a year?
There is a threat to our nation,
our way of life and our very civilization. It is a persistent and
addictive substance which infects
its victims and leaves them
lethargic and apathetic for hours
at a time. Countless innocent
children are claimed by this evil
every year.
As it is our nations duty to protect all people who live within its
shores, the government must
take action. An all out war must
be declared against its use and
trafficking. We must leam to just
say no to the evil that is television.
Before I am tarred and feathered by my fellow television
addicts, allow me to clarify. 1 in no
way feel that the government
should ban television. Where 1 am
going with this is that our laws
should not ban all that is harmful
and addictive. Television has
been linked to a stunning number of social ills. A few of these are
real connections. Most often
though entirely separate issues
are blamed on television because
it is an easy target.
If television where to be
banned today, tomorrow there
would be riots in the streets.
People from every rung of the
social ladder would take to the
streets angry as much at the
intrusion as the law itself.
Because of its role in our culture,
one that is often beneficial, television will stay until something bet ter comes along.
Unlike television, many practices in the United States are illegal simply because they are considered unhealthy or abnormal. A
few people who where livid at the
thought of banning television are
going to wince at the next few

DAVID W.
ST0RIE

YOU DECIDE
Is it a good idea for BGSU to
loan out free laptops to
undecided freshmen? Let us
know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

University, it makes a great deal of
sense.
According to studies, freshmen
who are undecided in their major
are more likely to not graduate.
So this initiative isn't just about
handing out free hardware. Along

or her first year or two, that's a loss
for the University. Not only
because the student is no longer
paying tuition, but also because
he or she might have made a
large contribution to the campus
community.
Not only that, but BGSU has a
lot of literature printed up, touting this university as a premier
learning community. If this program works, it is a testimony of
that statement Especially if the
student ends up as a prominent
member in the nation, and a
proud BGSU alumnus.
But why now, and why just

freshmen? Admittedly, it is somewhat frustrating to have been in
the same situation, and we didn't
get this help.
It has to start somewhere. This
freshman class is that somewhere.
Looking at it, this a shrewd project, both from a business standpoint and an educational standpoint. And while it sounds somewhat cynical to say this, the "free
laptop program" follows a sound
principle.
Protect the investment

PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ON THE STREET

Select freshmen are
receiving free laptops.
What would you do
for a laptop?

Opinion Columnist
parallels.
The war on drugs has been a
painful waste of taxes and human
life. Casualties on both sides have
piled high and deep, and the war
is far from being won. Over the
break I learned a friend of mine
had pled guilty to LSD possession. I was not surprised by the
news, but it was not easy to hear.
My friend, when I knew him,
was no more threatening to society than the average television
addict If he winds up in prison,
his life pretty much has been
given up on by our society. He
was only hurting himself, and
while I wish he had never seen so
much as a single joint or tab, it
was the laws and not the drugs
that will have broken him. If he
gets rehabilitated, then I am
wrong, but more likely he has
been cast to the hounds in prison.
It would be far more efficient to
put our money into education,
prevention and rehabilitation.
Instead we have turned coundess
public order offenses into all out
war. The cost has been astronomical in every possible regard, and
the effects have been negligible.
Our nation has laws that ban
gambling, suicide and in some
states certain consensual sex acts.
Making laws against these acts is
no wiser than waging a war on
television or red meat. It is a futile
effort, a waste of time, taxes and
life.

with these computers comes
help from the administration and
guidance to find a direction and
graduate.
In addition to that, the computers aren't being "given" to students. The University still retains
ownership. The student only
keeps the right to use the computer if they maintain full-time
enrollment. And when they leave,
students are given the option to
return the computer, or purchase
it if they are so inclined.
But why would they do this?
Think about it in this way. If a
student doesn't make it past his

GREG POTTS
SOPHOMORE
UNDECIDED
"I would have done
bad my freshman
year."

Sorority
thanks campus
community
On behalf of the sisters of the
Sigma Lambda Gamma sorority,
Inc., we would like to extend our
appreciation.
Many times in life we neglect to
let those who we care for the most
know how much they truly mean
to this earth. We take late night
conversations, hugs and kisses,
guidance, friendship, support
and love for granted.
Life is numbered and we are
only a part of this earth for a short
amount of time. We cannot predict our future or regret our past,
but only live for the moment.
The moments that this campus/community have shared
with Lynn will forever live in the
hearts of those who loved her. She
was truly an asset to this community and to all the lives she
touched.

This has been evident by the expenses and the foundation, we
enormous amount of support, would like to say THANK YOU
"Doth emotionally and financially. one more time.
May our "Hetmana por vida
We took on the responsibility of
providing a proper going home rest in peace."
for Lynn and without the comLeu Quirrtero
munity's assistance, we would
and the sisters of
never have been able to do so.
The numerous phone calls, visSijma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
Ieraq@bgnet.bgsu.edu
its, cards, flowers, food and love
that we received through this loss
showed more than a sense of
community, it showed a sense
of family.
SUBMIS
Lynn's passing did not only
affect the sisters but also affectThe BS torntdSfr prints Latter*
ed those who heard her story.
to th. Editor and Guest Columns.
We cannot express our gratitude
Letter* should be less than 300
for all the support we have
worts
and Guetfldumrs can, be
received. Not enough thank
500to700wft^?rfor.phoa,
you's, cards of appreciation or
number and address should be
letters in the newspapers will
included lor verification. AH subexplain how we feel.
missions may be edited far length,
The administrators, faculty,
staff, students and community
"submissions to the Opinion
members have proven that we
•
;« 210 West Hallnor.or
are not just students, P#'s and
UjfWLedu \
guests, they've shown us that we
[ItaiaMaJtteJ
are a part of their lives. To all
'guest column,who have contributed to Lynn's
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Separate government, morality
JON PARFITT
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
"Lock myself in a
bathroom."

DREW MCKNIGHT
BUSINESS EDUCATION
"Haven't seen it, but
I'm tempted. I want to
see it."

~M~*V §\ www.bgnews.com

210WestHaUU
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Fax: (419) 372-6967
E-mail:
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(U-WIRE) HONOLULU - On
the cusp of the new Bush administration, there has been a lot of
conflict over his Cabinet choices
— not about all of them, but
about two in particular.
Earlier this month, the axe
came down on Labor Secretarydesignate Linda Chavez for
allegedly hiring an illegal alien to
do housework. Regardless of
whether or not this statement
was true, once the press got a
hold of it Chavez quickly
resigned.
Chavez should not even have
been considered for the Bush
team — not because of the
wrongness of that act, but
because she would be a liability.
It is apparent that Chavez acted
out of compassion for her
Guatemalan friend; it also
appears that the predominantly
liberal media couldn't care less.
Why else would matters like
President-elect Bush's Maine
drunk-driving arrest surface only
a week before the general election?
The current focus of this dividing rancor is Attorney Generaldesignate John Ashcroft a pious
minister's son and former senator from Missouri.
At issue are his very conserva-

tive political views and, quite possibly, his religion. He is very
strongly pro-life, but has substantially proven that he will uphold
current abortion laws.
As far as his other social views,
they are irrelevant to his job; as
long as he knows the laws and
what to do, facts regarding his
personal beliefs are completely
his own business.
This situation hearkens back to
the confirmation hearings of
Robert Bork, who was denied a
place on the U.S. Supreme Court
in 1987 because of his conservative views and less-than-conservative video rental habits.
Neither circumstance is really
quite appropriate grounds for not
confirming an appointee, but it
seems as though partisans sometimes feel like they need to justify
such things.
Do not believe that Democrats
aretheontypeoplewhodothis.lt
seems to be a more common tactic after politicians feel they have
a score to settle.
Like it or not Bush is the rightful president-elect, and will be
our leader for at least four years.
He is arguably not the best person
for the job, but it appears he is
surrounding himself with many
people who could be.

JOSHUA
HARRIS
U. of Hawaii
Ashcroft, while not the most
popular pick for attorney general,
is not the political jellyfish that
Democrats in the Senate want in
that position. With the Senate
split evenly like it is, it would not
be hard for them to use the abortion litmus test on yet another
hapless victim.
Law and morality are two separate issues. The government
should not make decisions for
women who have to live with the
consequences of those decisions,
and abortion is a moral issue, not
a statutory one. To make a single
issue like that the raison d'etre of
any political group is irresponsible.
It is inappropriate to advocate
either way on such an issue in the
political ring because of the intimate nature of it To use it as a
stick to impale your enemies is
cowardly and does not give the
issue the sanctity and privacy that
it deserves.
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School calendar under fire
CALENDAR, FROM PAGE 1

classes so close to the holidays.
"I definitely experienced a
time crunch having two finals on
Thursday and one on Friday. I
didn't have enough time to sleep,
pack and do my holiday shopping without feeling rushed,"
said Rachael LeFevre, freshman.
Catherine Cassara, a professor
of journalism and a member of
the Faculty Senate, expressed
sympathy for her students having a final on Friday at 3 p.m. and
being rushed to study and prepare for the holidays at the same
time.
"I think it is not a bad idea to
re-evaluate the academic schedule -1 know it is of concern," she
said.
Each year's academic calendar
is planned out several years in
advance using a perpetual calendar, said ludy Adams, chairper-

son of CAA.
The planning process is a formula of Jhe basic layout of each
school year, and then changes
are made as needed for each
semester.
Adams also mentioned restrictions placed by the Ohio Board of
Regents (OBR). The board determines how many weeks a semester must last, which includes
finals week. Not complying with
the OBR's guidelines could result
in the University losing state
funding.
With all the early planning
involved, fall 2001 's exam week
dates have been set at Dec.17-21.
This gives students and faculty
only one more day than the fall
2000 schedule did to prepare for
the holidays. Students concerns
with the situation will not go
unheard, however.
Students can let their frustra-

tions with a late fall finals week be
known and possible changes
may be made, said Joel Freimark,
sophomore and student representative of Faculty Senate. He
said, however, that a majority of
the student body needs to take
action instead of just complaining If they don't let their opinions
be heard, they could be stuck
here until right before the 2001
holiday season.
"I will be the head of the student body to promote change,
but it has to start with students
actively wanting to see a change
(in the scheduling of fall 2001
finals week) occur. Take a few
minutes to write a letter expressing your concern and send them
to me; I'll make sure they get to
the appropriate person(s),"
Freimark said.

Tom Reed BG News

TECHNOLOGY ON THE HOUSE: The University has chosen 150 eligible freshmen to receive new
Macintosh iBooks, which they get to keep as long as they remain registered students.

U. hands out free laptops
LAPTOP. FROM PAGE 1

of the students receiving the lap tops. "1 won't have to go up to
the lab, which is always busy."
"We wanted to provide direct
and immediate access to technology and resources," said Paul
Cesarini.
The iBooks, which come new
and well-equipped, are considered campus property. The students must check them in and
out of Jerome I jbrary, like books.
Provided the students continue to meet the eligibility requirements, they arc free to use them
for whatever they wish. This
includes e-mail, campus networking and any software or
hardware they want to add.
The Student Technology website says students will l>e allowed
to keep the laptops as long as
they maintain full-time status
and stay with the University.
After that time, they will have the

"We want to provide direct and
immediate access to technology
and resources."
PAUL CESARINI, PROJECT MANAGER
option of purchasing the iBooks.
Funding for the Laptop
Program came from an Ohio
Success Challenge Fund grant.
About 5 percent of the grant
money, $200,000, was used for a
threefold technology project.
Besides the laptops, the grant
will benefit the Student
Technology Center and web
modules, which are on-line
tutorials to help students with
technology questions.
Apple's website lists the price
of its iBooks at about$l,499. But
Cesarini said that by laptop
standards, they're not expensive.
In addition, he said prices have

dropped in recent years. "It
would've cost more to do this
program 12 months ago," he
said.
The experimenlal program
was ready at the end of the fall
semester, Cesarini said, and
many of the notified students
wanted the laptops then. The
department decided to wait
until now to begin giving them
out, however.
"We have high expectations.
I'm looking forward to getting to
know these students," Cesarini
said.
Distribution and training for
the students will begin Monday.

Falcon flyers get new wings
PLANES, FROM PAGE 1

for training. They are very small
and versatile," said John Gauld, a
senior in the aviation program.
Not only did the program
receive the new airplanes, but
custom options such as Global
Positioning Systems make the
airplanes much more advanced.
"The GPS is a very reliable
device that tells the pilot's altitude, geographic location and it
even assists those who happen to
be flying through clouds," said
Keith Johnson, a flight instructor
in the program.
Based on the testimonials of
students, the new airplanes will
help them learn the instruments,
making for a more rounded education. For many years the students in the aviation studies program were forced to learn piloting skills in old, used airplanes.
According to McDermott, the

airplanes that the college owns
are over eighteen years old.
"Most of the airplanes that we
have are like old cars. Parts are
expensive to replace and maintenance is also costly and time
consuming," said McDermott.
About a year ago, McDermott
decided that it would be more
cost-efficient to buy new airplanes for the program.
"When I made out a business
plan, I decided that it would be
more advantageous for |the
University] to buy brand new
airplanes," said McDermott.
A business plan was made
that allowed the planes lo be
purchased.
After taking his business plan
to the Dean of the College of
Technology, the University
Provost and the President had to
approve the purchase.
University officials were

essential in getting the new airplanes because the airplanes
were paid fo- as part of the
school's general educational
expenditures.
The money to fund this purchase came from tuition, grants
and state appropriation. Money
in the fund is used for different
educational activities and
equipment that is essential to
learning.
After McDermott's plan was
approved by University officials
and the airplanes were purchased in late August, the airplanes were flown from the
Cessna Aircraft Company by at
least one of the student pilots.
With the new airplanes and
technology that the program has
received, McDermott is confident that the school has the best
Aviation Program in Ohio.
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CLINTON THANKS ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) — A teary-eyed President
Clinton thanked his home state Wednesday for a lifetime of political lessons that carried him to the White
House and kept him there for eight years. "None of it
would have been possible without you," he said.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Promoting premier learning
Protect the investment
That is what it all boils down to.
Well, that and the proliferation
of rumors.
To explain, many people got
fired up when they read an article
that stated at-risk freshmen at
BGSU would be getting free laptop computers.
Instantly, every upperclassman
who had a sub-par academic
year immediately upon arrival in
Bowling Green was irritated. Why
not them?
And doesn't it seem as though
the University is rewarding unfo-

cused behavior?
That would be the "proliferation of rumors" aspect.
The truth of the matter is that
the University has been given a
grant, part of which will go to give
a selection of freshmen a free laptop. Freshmen who are undecided in their major and career
goals.
Again, upperclassmen will be
wondering why. After all, we had
to put up with busy computer
labs and jumping into college
without a tutorial program.
But when you look at it
through the eyes of the

Exposing threat
to American way
AT ISSUE Why should it be that people resolve to
improve themselves only once a year?
There is a threat to our nation,
our way of life and our very civilization. It is a persistent and
addictive substance which infects
its victims and leaves them
lethargic and apathetic for hours
at a time. Countless innocent
children are claimed by this evil
every year.
As it is our nations duty to protect all people who live within its
shores, the government must
take action. An all out war must
be declared against its use and
trafficking. We must learn to just
say no to the evil that is television.
Before I am tarred and feathered by my fellow television
addicts, allow me to clarify. I in no
way feel that the government
should ban television. Where I am
going with this is that our laws
should not ban all that is harmful
and addictive. Television has
been linked to a stunning number of social ills. A few of these are
real connections. Most often
though entirely separate issues
are blamed on television because
it is an easy target.
If television where to be
banned today, tomorrow there
would be riots in the streets.
People from every rung of the
social ladder would take to the
streets angry as much at the
intrusion as the law itself.
Because of its role in our culture,
one that is often beneficial, television will stay until something better comes along.
Unlike television, many practices in the United States are illegal simply because they are considered unhealthy or abnormal. A
few people who where livid at the
thought of banning television are
going to wince at the next few

DAVID W.
ST0RIE

YOU DECIDE
Is it a good idea for BGSU to
loan out free laptops to
undecided freshmen? Let us
know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

University, it makes a great deal of
sense.
According to studies, freshmen
who are undecided in their major
are more likely to not graduate.
So this initiative isn't just about
handing out free hardware. Along

ON THE STREET

Select freshmen are
receiving free laptops.
What would you do
for a laptop?

GREG POTTS
SOPHOMORE
UNDECIDED
"I would have done
bad my freshman
year."

freshmen? Admittedly, it is somewhat frustrating to have been in
the same situation, and we didn't
get this help.
It has to start somewhere. This
freshman class is that somewhere.
Lookingat it, this a shrewd project both from a business standpoint and an educational standpoint And while it sounds somewhat cynical to say this, the "free
laptop program" follows a sound
principle.
Protect the investment

This has been evident by the expenses and the foundation, we
enormous amount of support, would like to say THANK YOU
Doth emotionally and financially. one more time.
We took on the responsibility of
May our "Hermana por vida
providing a proper going home rest in peace."
for Lynn and without the comLena Quirrtero
munity's assistance, we would
and the sisters of
On behalf of the sisters of the never have been able to do so.
Sigma Lambda Gamma sorority,
Sigma Lambda Gamma Sorority, Inc.
The numerous phone calls, visInc., we would like to extend our its, cards, flowers, food and love
Ienaq@bgnet.bgsu.edu
appreciation.
that we received through this loss
Many times in life we neglect to showed more than a sense of
let those who we care for the most community, it showed a sense
know how much they truly mean of family.
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ICY
to this earth. We take late night
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We cannot express our gratitude
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Separate government, morality
JON PARFiTT
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
"Lock myself in a
bathroom."

DREW MCKNIGHT
BUSINESS EDUCATION

"Haven't seen it, but
I'm tempted. I want to
see it."
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or her first year or two, that's a loss
for the University. Not only
because the student is no longer
paying tuition, but also because
he or she might have made a
large contribution to the campus
community.
Not only that, but BGSU has a
lot of literature printed up, touting this university as a premier
learning community. If this program works, it is a testimony of
that statement. Especially if the
student ends up as a prominent
member in the nation, and a
proud BGSU alumnus.
But why now, and why just

PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Opinion Columnist
parallels
The war on drugs has been a
painful waste of taxes and human
life. Casualties on both sides have
piled high and deep, and the war
is far from being won. Over the
break I learned a friend of mine
had pled guilty to LSD possession. I was not surprised by the
news, but it was not easy to hear.
My friend, when I knew him,
was no more threatening to society than the average television
addict. If he winds up in prison,
his life pretty much has been
given up on by our society. He
was only hurting himself, and
while I wish he had never seen so
much as a single joint or tab, it
was the laws and not the drugs
that will have broken him. If he
gets rehabilitated, then I am
wrong but more likely he has
been cast to the hounds in prison.
It would be far more efficient to
put our money into education,
prevention and rehabilitation.
Instead we have turned countless
public order offenses into all out
war. The cost has been astronomical in every possible regard, and
the effects have been negligible.
Our nation has laws that ban
gambling, suicide and in some
states certain consensual sex acts.
Making laws against these acts is
no wiser than waging a war on
television or red meat It is a futile
effort, a waste of time, taxes and
life.

with these computers comes
help from the administration and
guidance to find a direction and
graduate.
In addition to that, the computers aren't being "given" to students. The University still retains
ownership. The student only
keeps the right to use the computer if they maintain full-time
enrollment. And when they leave,
students are given the option to
return the computer, or purchase
it if they are so inclined.
But why would they do this?
Think about it in this way. If a
student doesn't make it past his

\J{ AMYJO L. BRQWN, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

(U-WTRE) HONOLULU - On
the cusp of the new Bush administration, there has been a lot of
conflict over his Cabinet choices
— not about all of them, but
about two in particular.
Earlier this month, the axe
came down on Labor Secretarydesignate Linda Chavez for
allegedly hiring an illegal alien to
do housework. Regardless of
whether or not this statement
was true, once the press got a
hold of it Chavez quickly
resigned.
Chavez should not even have
been considered for the Bush
team — not because of the
wrongness of that act, but
because she would be a liability.
It is apparent that Chavez acted
out of compassion for her
Guatemalan friend; it also
appears that the predominantly
liberal media couldn't care less.
Why else would matters like
President-elect Bush's Maine
drunk-driving arrest surface only
a week before the general election?
The current focus of this dividing rancor is Attorney Generaldesignate )ohn Ashcroft a pious
minister's son and former senator from Missouri.
At issue are his very conserva-

tive political views and, quite possibly, his religion. He is very
strongly pro-life, but has substantially proven that he will uphold
current abortion laws.
As far as his other social views,
they are irrelevant to his job; as
long as he knows the laws and
what to do, facts regarding his
personal beliefs are completely
his own business.
This situation hearkens back to
the confirmation hearings of
Robert Boric, who was denied a
place on the U.S. Supreme Court
in 1987 because of his conservative views and less-than-conservative video rental habits.
Neither circumstance is really
quite appropriate grounds for not
confirming an appointee, but it
seems as though partisans sometimes feel like they need to justify
such things.
Do not believe that Democrats
are the onry people who do this. It
seems to be a more common tactic after politicians feel they have
a score to settle.
Like it or not Bush is the rightful president-elect and will be
our leader for at least four years.
He is arguably not the best person
for the job, but it appears he is
surrounding himself with many
people who could be.

JOSHUA
HARRIS
U. of Hawaii
Ashcroft, while not the most
popular pick for attorney general,
is not the political jellyfish that
Democrats in the Senate want in
that position. With the Senate
split evenly like it is, it would not
be hard for them to use the abortion litmus test on yet another
hapless victim.
Law and morality are two separate issues. The government
should not make decisions for
women who have to live with the
consequences of those decisions,
and abortion is a moral issue, not
a statutory one. To make a single
issue like that the raison d'etre of
any political group is irresponsible.
It is inappropriate to advocate
either way on such an issue in the
political ring because of the intimate nature of it To use it as a
stick to impale your enemies is
cowardly and does not give the
issue the sanctity and privacy that
it deserves.
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School calendar under fire
CALENDAR, FROM PAGE 1
classes so close to the holidays.

"I definitely experienced a
time crunch having two finals on
Thursday and one on Friday. I
didn't have enough time to sleep,
pack and do my holiday shopping without feeling rushed,"
said Rachael LeFevre, freshman.
Catherine Cassara, a professor
of journalism and a member of
the Faculty Senate, expressed
sympathy for her students having a final on Friday at 3 p.m. and
being rushed to study and prepare for the holidays at the same
time.
"I think it is not a bad idea to
re-evaluate the academic schedule -1 know it is of concern," she
said.
Each year's academic calendar
is planned out several years in
advance using a perpetual calendar, said ludy Adams, chairper-

son of CAA.
The planning process is a formula < if; In- basic layout of each
school year, and then changes
are made as needed for each
semester.
Adams also mentioned restrictions placed by the Ohio Board of
Regents (OBR). The board determines how many weeks a semester must last, which includes
finals week. Not complying with
the OBR's guidelines could result
in the University losing state
funding.
With all the early planning
involved, fall 2001 s exam week
dates have been set at Dec.17-21.
This gives students and faculty
only one more day than the fall
2000 schedule did to prepare for
the holidays. Students concerns
with the situation will not go
unheard, however.
Students can let their frustra-

tions with a late fall finals week be
known and possible changes
may be made, said loel Freimark.
sophomore and student representative of Faculty Senate He
said, however, that a majority of
the student body needs to take
action instead of just complaining. If they don't let their opinions
be heard, they could be stuck
here until right before the 2001
holiday season.
"I will be the head of the student body to promote change,
but it has to start with students
actively wanting to see a change
(in the scheduling of fall 2001
finals week) occur. Take a few
minutes to write a letter expressing your concern and send them
to me; I'll make sure they get to
the appropriate person(s),"
Freimark said.

lorn RMdBG News
TECHNOLOGY ON THE HOUSE: The University has chosen 150 eligible freshmen to receive new
Macintosh iBooks, which they get to keep as long as they remain registered students.

Falcon flyers get new wings

U. hands out free laptops

PLANES, FROM PAGE 1

"We want to provide direct and
immediate access to technology
and resources."

IAPT0P, FROM PAGE 1

of the students receiving the laptops. "1 won't have to go up to
the lab, which is always busy."
"We warned to provide direct
and immediate access to technology and resources," said Paul
Cesarini.
The iBooks, which come new
and well-equipped, are considered campus property. The students must check them in and
out of lerome I jbrary, like books.
Provided the students continue to meet the eligibility requirements, they are free to use them
for whatever they wish. This
includes e-mail, campus networking and any software or
hardware they want to add.
The Student Technology website says students will be allowed
to keep the laptops as long as
they maintain full-time status
and stay with the University.
After that time, they will have the

PAUL CESARINI, PROJECT MANAGER

option of purchasing the iBooks.
Funding for the Laptop
Program came from an Ohio
Success Challenge Fund grant.
About 5 percent of the grant
money. $200,000. was used for a
threefold technology project.
Besides the laptops, the grant
will benefit the Student
Technology Center and web
modules, which are on-line
tutorials to help students with
technology questions.
Apple's website lists the price
of its iBooks at about$l,499. But
Cesarini said that by laptop
standards, they're not expensive.
In addition, he said prices have

dropped in recent years. "It
would've cost more lo do this
program 12 months ago," he
said.
The experimental program
was ready at the end of the fall
semester, Cesarini said, and
many of the notified students
wanted the laptops then. The
department decided to wait
until now lo begin giving them
out. however.
"We have high expectations.
I'm looking forward to gelting to
know these students," Cesarini
said.
Distribution and training for
the students will begin Monday.

for training. They are very small
and versatile," said lohn Gauld, a
senior in the aviation program.
Not only did the program
receive the new airplanes, but
custom options such as Global
Positioning Systems make the
airplanes much more advanced.
"The GPS is a very reliable
device that tells the pilot's altitude, geographic location and it
even assists those who happen to
be flying through clouds," said
Keith Johnson, a flight instructor
in the program.
Based on the testimonials of
students, the new airplanes will
help them learn the instruments,
making for a more rounded education. For many years the students in the aviation studies program were forced to leam piloting skills in Old, used airplanes.
According to McDermott, the

airplanes that the college owns
are over eighteen years old.
"Most of the airplanes that we
have are like old cars. Parts are
expensive to replace and maintenance is also costly and time
consuming," said McDermott.
About a year ago. McDermott
decided that it would be more
cost-efficient to buy new airplanes for the program.
"When I made out a business
plan, I decided that it would be
more advantageous for (the
University] lo buy brand new
airplanes," said McDermott.
A business plan was made
that allowed the planes to be
purchased.
After taking his business plan
to the Dean of the College of
Technology, the University
Provost and the President had to
approve the purchase.
University officials were

essential in getting the new airplanes because the airplanes
were paid for as part of the
school's general educational
expenditures.
The money to fund this purchase came from tuition, grants
and state appropriation. Money
in the fund is used for different
educational activities and
equipment that is essential to
learning.
After McDermott's plan was
approved by University officials
and the airplanes were purchased in late August, the airplanes were flown from the
Cessna Aircraft Company by at
least one of the student pilots.
With the new airplanes and
technology that the program has
received, McDermott is confident that the school has the best
Aviation Program in Ohio.
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Salvador earthquake kills hundreds of people
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP) —With relatives
homeless and hungry and many villages cut off from
the outside world, Salvadorans living in the United
States flew home Wednesday to help bury the dead
and rebuild their country after a devastating earthquake that killed nearly 700 people.

WORLD

Gulf War 'great momenf in Iraq history
By Greg Myre
THE »SS0CI»TE0 PRESS

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Still Ml of
bluster lOyearsafter the GulfWar,
President Saddam Hussein on
Wednesday pronounced the conflict a great moment in Iraq's history — ignoring his crushing military defeat and the country's
withered economy.
Saddam offered an apocalyptic
account of the "mother of all battles" that made only passing reference to the ferocious, U.S.-led
bombing campaign and the lopsided ground war that chased
demoralized Iraqi troops out of
Kuwait
"On a day like this day 10 years
ago, evil and all those who made
Satan their protector lined up in
one place, facing those who represented the will to defend what
is right," Saddam said. Iraq's enemies were "stamped with disgrace and shame that will never
disappear until doomsday."
The war threatened Saddam's
rule, but when the United States
and its allies chose not to push for
his ouster, the Iraqi leader systematically eliminated his
domestic opposition and is perhaps stronger today than at any
time since the conflict.
Yet Iraq, which has endured
two ruinous wars and a decade of
sanctions since Saddam became
president 22 years ago, has been
isolated internationally and has
seen its once prosperous economy vanish.
The Iraqi leader made no direct
mention of the economic and
social turmoil or the day-to-day

problems faced by Iraq's 23 million people.
"Iraq has remained, the people
have remained, the army has
remained," proclaimed Saddam,
who stood next to an Iraqi flag
during a 25-minute televised
speech. "Iraq has triumphed over
the enemies of the natioa"
Ever vigilant for opportunities
to score propaganda points
against the United States,
Saddam said Iraq intends to
donate $95 million to help "poor
people in America," according to
a letter sent to the U.N. SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan.
Iraq wants the United Nations
to deduct the money from its oilfor-food program, under which
Iraq is allowed to sell oil to buy
humanitarian goods, the Iraqi
News Agency reported.
Since the war, Saddam has not
left the country and has not met
another Arab leader. But in the
latest sign that Iraq's isolation has
begun to ease, Vice President
Taha Yassin Ramadan met
Wednesday in Egypt with
President Hosni Mubarak
Ramadan's visit was the first in
more than a decade by a senior
Iraqi official to Egypt, which
belonged to the anti-Iraq Persian
GulfWar coalition but has recently been increasing contacts with
Baghdad.
Saddam did not mention
Kuwait by name in his speech,
though Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Aziz said Tuesday night that
Iraq had no regrets for invading
the oil-rich emirate on Aug. 2,
1990.
"Iraq was the victim of conspir-

AsMcialed Press Photo

Iraq: Demonstrators shout anti-American slogans and their support of President Saddam Hussein during a rally in central Baghdad, Iraq.
It is the 10th anniversary of the beginning of the 1991 GulfWar.
acy against its sovereignty and its
national interests, and Kuwait
was part and parcel of that conspiracy," Aziz alleged. "So Kuwait
deserves what it had in 1990."
Kuwait considers the latest

Iraqi statements as serious
threats, its minister of State for
Foreign Affairs, Suleiman Majed
al-Shaheen, said. He met
Wednesday with the ambassadors of the five permanent

members of the U.N. Security
Council to discuss the statements, the Kuwait News Agency
said.
In contrast to Saddam's hyperbole, Iraqi citizens invariably

spoke about the heavy burden of
sanctions since the war. The
shrunken economy has largely
wiped out Iraq's middle class and
reduced a typical salary to no
more than $10 to $20 a month.

ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Student organizations seeking general fee funding for
the 2001-2002 academic year should be aware of the
following dates:
MONDAY, JAN 22 - SOFB Information Session, Olscamp 104 from 7:30 - 9:00pm
TUESDAY, JAN 23 - SOFB Information Session, Olscamp 104 from 7:30 - 9:00pm
MONDAY, FEB 5 ■

Help Session, Olscamp 104 from 5:00 - 6:30pm

TUESDAY, FEB 6 -

Help Session, Olscamp 104 from 5:00 - 6:30pm

FRIDAY, FEB 9 -

All Budget Request Forms due in the Office of Campus Involvement,
204 South Hall at 5:00pm

SATURDAY FEB 17 SUNDAY FEB 18 - Funding budget hearings take place

For more information on the general fee ,
funding process for student organizations,
please contact the Office of Campus Involvement
372-2343
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OPEC cuts oil production by 5 percent
By Bruce Stanley
AP BUSINESS WRITER

VIENNA. Austria — OPECs
decision to curtail its crude oil
output by five percent marks a
victory for Saudi Arabia and other
moderate cartel members over
Iran and the so-called price
hawks who had argued for deeper cuts in production.
Yet the one OPEC member
omitted from Wednesday's quota
agreement, Iraq, is also the one
most capable of subverting it —
and of causing pain at the pump
for consumers in oil-importing
nations.
Iraq is an important member
of the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, but it hasn't
participated in the group's production agreements since the
Persian Gulf War. As a result of a
pricing dispute with the United
Nations, which regulates all its
exports, Iraq is now withholding
most of its crude from the market
OPECs other 10 members said
they expect Iraq to begin pumping normally in February, when
their decrease of 1.5 million barrels a day is to take effect. If Iraq
fails to resume its normal level of
exports, they said they would
make up for any serious shortfall
of Iraqi crude.
Iraq has slashed its crude
exports by approximately 1.7 million barrels a day and shipped
just 671,000 barrels a day last
week, according to the United
Nations. And that sets up Iraq as
OPECs biggest wild card — a
country with a record of unpredictable behavior and an ability
to turn its exports on or off in a
matter of days.
For consumers, the shadow
Iraq casts over OPECs output
decision makes ihe murky out-

look for prices even murkier.
"The consumer had a rough
time last year, and it's starting out
the same way this year," said
Peter Gignoux, head of the petroleum desk at Salomon Smith
Barney in London.
Some analysts argue that Iraq
could confound OPECs hardwon agreement by refusing
indefinitely to sell its oil, a step
likely to cause a shortage of crude
and a spike in prices. Any
response by OPEC would be
much longer in coming, as its
members revisit differences over
policy.
Another factor to be considered is Mexico, the third-largest
producer of oil outside of OPEC
Raul Munoz Leos, general
director of Petroleos Mexicanos,
or PEMEX. would only say
Wednesday that Mexico will consider how rising oil prices will
affect the United States before
deciding whether to follow
OPECs lead in cutting production.
Bill Edwards, of Houstonbased
Edwards
Energy
Consultants, predicted that U.S.
crude prices could soar to $40 a
barrel later this quarter, due partly to Iraq's disruption of its
exports.
Prices should fall somewhat as
demand cases in the early spring
but then return to around $40
during the peak summer driving
season, said Edwards, adding
that other OPEC members won't
move quickly enough to contain
these spikes, he said.
OPECs 1.5 million-barrel-aday decrease in production is
sure to disappoint the governments of many oil-importing
nations. The United States and
European Union had lobbied
hard for OPEC to keep crude

Associated Press Photo

OPEC: Kuwaiti Oil Minister Sheikh Saud Nasser Al-Sabah, right, is questioned by journalists prior to the start ot a meeting of ministers of
the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries conference at the OPEC headquarters in Vienna, Austria.
flowing at current levels, given
their fears of U.S. economic
fragility and a possible global
recession.
OPEC ministers justified their
production cut as an effort to stabilize volatile crude prices, and
they argued that their economies
would suffer if prices plunged.
They played down the potential
pain their decision might inflict
on importing countries.
"This is a very prudent decision. We don't want to hurt the

consumers, and of course we
want to guarantee the interests of
the producers," OPEC SecretaryGeneral Ali Rodriguez told a news
conference.
Still, Rodriguez suggested that
the group might reduce output
again in March, when they are to
meet next to assess market conditions. Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Namdar Zangeneh expressed
support for an additional cut of
500.000 barrels at that time, a
move likely to win backing from

Qatar and Kuwait.
Saudi Arabia, OPECs largest
producer and a key U.S. ally,
argued successfully this time for a
more modest cut.
OPEC supplies almost twofifths of the worid's crude. The
group is eager to avoid repeating
its mistake of December 1997,
when it decided to boost output
shortly before the Asian financial
crisis throttled demand. Prices
bottomed out a year later at
around $10 a barrel.

Oil prices have surged in recent
weeks, jumping above $30 a barrel last week in the United States
where they reached a four-week
highNews of OPECs decision sent
prices sharply lower Wednesday,
however. February contracts of
U.S. benchmark light, sweet
crude fell 69 cents to $29.60 per
barrel on the New York
Mercantile Exchange. North Sea
Brent, the European benchmark
crude, closed 73 cents lower at
$24.79 per barrel on the
International
Petroleum
Exchange in London.
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NATO detects uranium
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By Clare Nullis
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GENEVA — Ammunition tips
found at sites targeted by NATO
during the 1999 Kosovo conflict
contained traces of enriched ura26597 N. Dixie Hwy (near Churchill's in Perrysburg)
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um" ammunition used by the
United States and other NATO
countries may have come from
reprocessed nuclear fuel and
therefore may also contain more
hazardous plutonium, scientists
said. The news was likely to intensify the controversy raging within
NATO over depleted uranium
ammunition,
which some
European countries fear could
cause cancer or other diseases.
Depleted uranium, a slightly
radioactive heavy metal, is used
in anti-armor munitions because
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THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip — The
director of Palestinian TV was
killed in a seaside restaurant on
Wednesday when three masked
men walked up to his table and
shot him repeatedly in the head
and chest with a silencerequipped pistol, police and witnesses said.
It was not immediately clear
whether the victim, Hisham Miki,
54, was killed for personal or
political reasons. Miki was very

Mon-Thur9-6. Fri 9-5
(Bursarabla)

1994 and 1995, and in 1999,
NATO fired such weapons during
its 78-day bombing campaign in
Yugoslavia.
"One part, a very small part,
has been made out of recycled
nuclear material coming from
nuclear
reactors
and
reprocessed,"
said
Pekka
Haavisto, chairman of the U.N.
environment team that visited
Kosovo last year.
A UNEP statement on Tuesday
said the team had found faint
traces of uranium 236, which
does not occur naturally but
comes from nuclear power stations.
"Everybody knows that U-236
is much more radioactive than
depleted uranium," Haavisto told
The Associated Press in a telephone interview, adding that the
World Health Organization has
been asked to assess the implications.
Haavisto stressed that given
the minute trace of the U-236 —
0.0028 percent — in the samples
analyzed, there did not appear to
be any increased risk of cancer.
"The amount in the material is
so small that at least our laboratory is saying that this doesn't
change the overall picture of radiological effects," he said. He

added that the United Nations
wants to await the results of further studies from other laboratories currently analyzing material
before drawing further conclusions.
A NATO spokesman said
Wednesday the alliance had
always accepted that there were
trace amounts of plutonium in
depleted uranium but they
caused almost no additional
radioactivity.
The spokesman, speaking on
condition of anonymity, pointed
to tests canned out by the U.S.
Department of Energy and
reported by the Defense
Department last December,
which said depleted uranium
munitions could contain a few
parts per billion of so-called
transuranics — plutonium, neptunium and americium.
That report said the transuranics contributed "an additional 0.8
percent to the radiation dose
from the depleted uranium itself'
— an amount it said scientists
consider "insignificant."
The initial findings for the new
U.N. report came from a respected Swiss atomic and chemical
research laboratory in Spiez.
Based on the findings from the
same laboratory, the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology
said it was "highly probable" that
the ammunition used in Kosovo
also contained traces of plutonium.
"It is no secret that, after the
separation (of plutonium from
uranium), there are always traces
of plutonium," the institute said.
It said that plutonium is about
200,000 times more radioactive
than uranium and its radiotoricity is about a million times higher.
Even less than a thousandth of a
gram of plutonium in the lungs
could cause serious health problems, such as bone and lung
tumors, it said.
The head of the Swiss research
laboratory, Bemhard Brunner,
said there was no sign that plutonium had been found.
"If there is plutonium, then we
will find it," Haavisto said.
Public concern about the
munitions has swept Europe in
recent weeks as various nations
have reported cancer cases
among soldiers sent to the
Balkans as peacekeepers. NATO,
though, says an initial study of
health records showed no connection between depleted uranium munitions and cancer
among soldiers who served in the
Balkans.

Officials saying no indication that Israel was
involved in slaying of Palestinian TV director
By Ibrahim Barak
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close to Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat. However, there had also
been rumors that Miki was
involved in corruption.
The Palestinian news agency,
Wafa. said Miki was killed by the
"bullets of treason and betrayal."
Senior Palestinian officials said
privately there was no indication
that Israel was involved in his
death.
Miki oversaw a staff of dozens
of people at Palestinian TV,
founded in 1994, and the
Palestinian Satellite Channel,

which has been broadcasting
since last year. Under his leadership, TV broadcasts reflected official Palestinian Authority policy.
During the past 15 weeks of
Israeli-Palestinian
fighting,
Palestinian TV dropped its regular fare and filled most of its airrime with often bloody footage
from clashes and funerals. Israel
has complained that the broadcasts were inflammatory and
incited more violence against
Israel.
Miki, a prominent member of

Palestinian society, was to meet
friends Wednesday at the restaurant of the Beach Hotel in Gaza
City. He was sitting alone at a
table and waiting for his compan ions when the three masked men
approached, according to a witness who would only give his first
name, Ali.
One of the assailants opened
fire from a silencer-equipped pistol, the witness said. Doctors initially said Miki was shot three
times, but later said an autopsy
revealed that he was hit by more
than 10 bullets.
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LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
521 E. MERRY - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $675.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560.00
805 THUHST1N - TWo Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate ■ $520.00
517 E. REED - At Thurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath,
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - TWo Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $425.00
\ 1 151 IlimSTIS Across from Offtnhluer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year ■ One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
505 OflUBB • Camnus Manor
TWo Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $340.00
615 SECOND - Two Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $600.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707.711.715. 719.723.787 THIRD One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Fum. or Unfum.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rate ■ $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished,
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate ■ $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity, j
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate • $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Udft Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year • Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished ■ One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year - TWo Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished ■ One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLECE - Cambridge Commons.
TWo Bedroom Unfurnished. 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate ■ $520.00
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WELCOME BACK
LOOKING FOR A GREAT
PART-TIME JOB?
Earn up to $9.50/hour AND become eligible
up to $23,000 tuition assistance!

OM-CAMPUS FRIDAY

United Parcel Service
United Parcel Service is a global, Fortune 500 company that is considered in the
industry the leader in package distribution.
We are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We
lent entry level pay of $8.50/$930 per hour
ito 5 hours per day
paycheck
[per year in Education Assistance

www.upsjobs.com

• Full-time benefits for part-tijpe
• Advancement opportunities
• Holidays and weekends off _

• ConSern*Student Loan Payback

(419) 891-6820
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Driver rams California Woman accused of
capital building, 1 dead molesting toddlers
ByRexW.Huppkt

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

By Steve Lawrence
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — A
tractor-trailer slammed into the
state Capitol, killing the driver
and igniting a fiery explosion that
forced the evacuation of lawmakers working on California's
power crisis. Police were investigating whether the driver deliberately rammed the truck into
the building and had a grudge
against the governor.
No other injuries were reported in Tuesday night's crash.
Witnesses said the single-trailer rig careened through downtown streets at up to 70 mph, its
hom blaring, before it roared
onto Capitol grounds and
smashed into the south portico
below the Senate's second-floor
chambers. The vehicle stopped
just short of the Capitol's doors.
The Sacramento Bee reported
Wednesday that the driver was
believed to be Mike Bowers, a 37year-old prison parolee who had
a grudge against Gov. Gray Davis.
The governor was not in the
building at the time of the crash.
"There's a suspicion that it was
deliberate but right now that's
under investigation," said
California Highway Patrol
spokeswoman Nanci Kramer.
Davis spokesman Steve
Maviglio said the governor was
being briefed by investigators
and had no immediate comment.
The patrol said earlier it was
investigating whether a mechanical problem caused the crash.
Investigators looking for a bomb
on board found none and determined that the explosions were
caused by diesel gas tanks bursting into flames, fire Capt. Don
Brazicl said.

fNDIANAPOUS —A woman
who operates a day care center
out of her home was accused of
molesting little children in her
care and offering them to her
boyfriend sexually for $200.
"For people who entrust their
ON THE NET:
Indiana Family and Social
Services Administration:
www.st3toJn.us/rssa
Associated Press Photo

CRASH: A firefighter extinguishes flames at the rear of a truck
that crashed into the south entrance of the California State
Capitol, in Sacramento, Calif. The driver died at the scene.
Bowers was the truck's registered driver, the Bee said. The driver's body, which was burned
beyond recognition, remained
inside the truck Wednesday
morning. His name will not be
released until the identity was
confirmed, said FBI spokesman
Nick Rossi.
The
Department
of
Corrections said Bowers had
served time twice in state prison
and was first sentenced to two
years for battery on a police officer in 1986. Bowers was paroled
four times and returned to
prison four times during that
sentence.
While on parole, he was convicted of corporal punishment of
a child and was sentenced to six
years. Department spokesman
Russ Heimerich said Wednesday.
Bowers left prison in luly 1995
and remained on parole until
1998.

Part of his sentence was served
at Atascadero State Hospital, a
mental health facility in the
prison system, Heimerich said.
The truck, which was carrying
a shipment of evaporated milk,
belonged to Dick Simon
Trucking Inc., based in West
Valley City, Utah.
President Kelle Simon told The
Associated Press that background checks are conducted on
potential hires. Company officials didn't know about Bowers'
criminal past, he said.
"That's news to us," Simon
said. "Law enforcement has
access to information we don't
have. As far as we know, nothing
showed up on any problem with
the driver.'
Mike Houskeeper, a claims
examiner with the trucking company, told the Bee that the driver
who normally has the truck
made a scheduled delivery earlier Tuesday outside of California
and was not scheduled to make
another stop Tuesday night

children to a licensed day care,
it's every parents' worst nightmare," Marion County prosecutor Scott Newman said
Wednesday.
LaDonna Tucker, 40, was
arrested after the boyfriend
tipped police and let officers
tape his phone conversations
with her, Newman said.
In those calls, according to
court papers. Tucker talked
about performing oral sex on
both male and female children
She also suggested that
boyfriend Melvin Ridings, 41,
could perform sex acts on any
child he desired if he were to
"arrive bearing gifts," Newman
said.
Eleven children — all age two
or younger—who spent time at
Tucker's Puggie Wuggie's day
care were being examined for
signs of sexual abuse. Tucker
received her state day care
license in November.
Tucker declined interviews
from jail, and messages left at
her home were not returned.

Associated Press Photo

ARRESTED: LaDonna Tucker,
40, shown in this Jan. 17,
2000, handout from the
Indianapolis Police
Department, faces charges of
conspiracy to commit child
molestation and promoting
prostitution.

On Tuesday, wearing a wire
and a small video camera,
Ridings went to Tucker's home,
a ranch-style brick house in a
middle-class neighborhood.
She allegedly accepted $200 and
recommended two particular
children of the eight she was
watching that day. Police then
intervened and arrested Tucker.
Tucker faced preliminary
charges of conspiracy to commit child molestation and promoting prostitution.
A state worker who had visited the day care center on Friday
reported that the home was
clean and neat, said Andrew
Stoner, spokesman for the state
Family and Social Services
Administration.
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Large Houses
Still Available

Formally at

124 E. Wooster

•321E.Merry-4bdrm.
• 729 Fourth St - 4 bdrm.

le^See tJs At The Arrangement

Jfil

•316&311 E. Merry-2bdrm.

Apt as low as $450 00/morrth
also Rooms $200.00/mofith

Hig"™

Full set of sculptured NaiFfSfc^/yLori or Cindy

£w .

552C-^6HT>C

Urttng Available 24 hn.
Office 316 E. Mtrry >3
Call 353-0325 9«m-9pm

to Sche tliik: an Appointment
Appointm

1 8425. Main St.

353-8204

Spiral
Notebooks 3/99t
Paper cups, plates,
bowls, silverware, and
napkins$l.00 and up

ZDOI

Bookcases and
Entertainment
center $20
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L: FORMER BG ICER ROB BLAKE LEADS L.A. OVER TORONTO 4-1.

BRIEFING

THURSDAY

Correction:

January 18,
2000

In yesterday's edition
of The News we erroneously identified the
player in the men's
basketball photo as
Kris Gerken. It was
really sophomore forward Kevin Netter,
everyone's favorite 6foot-11 Justin
Timberlake look-alike.
We'll be the first to
admit Kevin's pretty
dreamy. Apologies to
him and Kris Gerken.

Whafs
goirfon
around
here?
DonDelco
Aaron grata
Two guys,
a column and a
case of beer
A lot of stuff hit the fan In the
sports world during our threeweek hiatus from this top-quality, higher learning institution.
First off though, we would like
to address the worst news we
received over break. It did not
deal with any kind of ball.
NO MORE COKE!!
Nothing makes the day better
than sitting down in the middle
of this campus with a beautiful
girl named Julie and enjoying a
refreshing Coke and a smile.
Okay, we've vented. Now back
to sports.
The Ohio State University and
the Cleveland Browns both fired
their head coaches. It was about
time the Buckeyes canned John
Cooper, even though he beat
Michigan every year. Oh wait..
Now, the only thing we can
make sense out of the situation
in Cleveland is that Carmen
Policy didn't agree with Chris
Palmer and his coaching
philosophies. We simply can't
accept the fact that Palmer was
fired on his inability to win
games this past season. For the
love of God, Vince Lombardi
himself wouldn't have been able
to win with Cleveland's real live
version of the Bad News Browns.
To make matters worse we
had to sit through a grueling
three hours last Sunday and
watch the Baltimore Ravens and
their owner, Art ModeU, be
crowned AFC Champions. Hey,
even the Browns defense would
be good if they had a murderer
at middle linebacker. Okay, so
maybe that is an excuse, but if
the Ravens team plane crashes
on the way to Tampa, you aren't
going to see us crying in our
beers.
Now, now. we don't mean to
be "Negative Nanctes" here so
we will focus on something positive that did occur. The
Cleveland Indians inked Juan
Gonzalez to a one-year deal,
once again solidifying our No. 4
slot in the lineup. Although
John Hart didn't want to let go of
a bunch of no-name minor leaguers to the Toronto Blue Jays
for the second best left-hand
pitcher in the game. David Wells.
But this travesty that occurred
over our winter break is the
greatest of them all. As a whole,
the Sideline Squad failed our
beloved Falcon basketball team.
• Central Michigan University
came into our house and beat
Bowling Green for the first time
in 20 straight games at Anderson
Arena.
The guys on the team expect
the sun to come up everyday,
just like they expect us to be at
all the home games giving them
110 percent, and we failed them.
However, we are not going to
dwell on this because we have
seven home games left The
Sideline Squad will be there in
full force at every game. We will
win them all.
As we venture into this new
semester of this new year, we
hope the holes we previously
mentioned will fill themselves
up quickly, but the one constant
will be those good-looking
Sideline Squad guys arm and
arm with those oh so darn-cute
cheerleaders.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

PENGUIN TO BUCKE
YSU coach Tressel is new man for Ohio St
Tressel
paved
tradition
at YSU

Coach
brings 4
titles to
Buckeyes
By Rusty Mar

By Rusty HUer

AP SPORIS WRITER

A5S0Cr»TCD PRISS

COLUMBUS — Ohio State has a
new coach — Jim Tressel — and it
didn't have to travel far to find him.
Tressel, who guided Youngstown
State to four I-AA national championships in 15 seasons, will be introduced on Thursday as the
Buckeyes' new coach.
The 48-year-old Tressel accepted
the job Wednesday, said Jack Rail,
chairman of the Ohio State Athletic
Council.
Athletic director Andy Geiger
called a 4 p.m. news conference for
Thursday to introduce the new
coach, although he would not confirm it was Tressel.
Earlier, WTVN-AM, WBNS-TV
and The Columbus Dispatch's Web
site reported that Tressel would
replace John Cooper, who was fired
on Jan. 2.
On Tuesday. Tressel and his wife.
Ellen, were in Columbus touring
the Ohio State campus Tressel met
with the school's advisory committee and also spent 90 minutes with
Ohio State president William
Kirwan.
On Wednesday. Tressel returned
to Youngstown State, less than 200
miles from Columbus, and told his
players of his interest in the
Buckeyes. By late afternoon, Tressel
had left and a school spokesman
said he did not know where the
coach was headed.
Tressel. 135-57-2 with the
Penguins, also served as the
school s athletic director. He is moving to the I-A level for the first time.
BUCKS. PAGE 12

tesaialed Press Photo

WELCOME BACK; Current Youngstown State head football coach and former Ohio State
Assistant Jim Tressel will be appointed to replace John Cooper as head coach at 0SU today.
Tressel compiled a 135-57-2 record at YSU and won four Division l-AA national titles

COLUMBUS - Bright and early
at 7 a.m. Wednesday, Youngstown
State's football players dragged
themselves through the doors of a
classroom inside Stambaugh
Stadium for their first-day-of-thesemester meeting.
Coach Jim Tressel — who within
hours would be picked by Ohio
State as Its new coach — was also
there, same as he has been for every
one of the meetings for the past 15
years.
"He's back to business.'' said Ron
Strollo. a former Youngstown State
player who now works in the
schools athletics department. "You
wouldn't know it was any other
day.'1
A day earlier, Tressel was in
Columbus touring the Ohio State
campus and talking with the advi
sory committee seeking a new
coach for the Buckeyes. All of the
Penguin players knew their coach
was sizing up the Ohio State job —
and that Ohio State people were sizing up him.
"Everyone was there." Tressel said
of the team meeting. "We took care
of business as usual. I was very
open with them about what had
transpired since when I had last
seen them before Christmas. They
know I'm going to be open with
them. I think that's important."
He told them of his interest in
Ohio State and of meeting with
school officials. Tressel did not and
could not tell them dt the time what
might liappen if Ohio State offers
him the job.
"1 didn't want to give them any
impressions one way or the other,"
TRESSEL, PAGE 12

Basketball falls to Zips on road
By Pete Stella and Nk*Hurm
SPORIS WRITERS

File Photo

CONCENTRATE: Bowling Green point guard Brandon Pardon
goes up for a jumper earlier this year. Pardon and the Falcons
dropped a three-point game to Akron Wednesday night

1.

AKRON — The road woes continued for the Bowling Green
men's basketball team. An 83-80
loss to Akron at JAR Arena
Wednesday night was the latest
roadblock.
The loss marks the sixth loss in
seven road games for the Falcons
as they fall to 6-8 overall and 2-3 in
the Mid-American Conference.
This one hit hard, just ask Trent
Jackson.
With 3:50 left in the game and
the Falcons down by two. Jackson
was playing suffocating defense
on his man when he ran right into
a pick by Zips center Bruce
Weinken. Jackson went hard to
the floor and just moments later,
watched Zips forward David
Fa Ik in ir hit a three-point basket to
put Akron up 58-53 with 3:53 left
to play.
"Guys found me when I was
open," Falknor said. "I just tried to
knock down shots. It's a good
game every time we meet"
The Falcons made a run at the
end of the game but the theme of
the end of the second half wasjust
like the Jackson scenario - play
hard, then get knocked down.
Even though BG coach Dan
Dakich was satisfied with the run
at the end of the game, it was the
Falcon's lackluster performance
at the beginning of the second

halfthatgottohim.
"This Is a game that maybe you
lose." Dakich said. "But you don't
lose by coming out in the second
half and not stopping them
(Akron) for five or 10 minutes. 1
donl think we stopped them at all
in those first five minutes"
Pardon cut the Zips' lead to 69
66 with a three point play but four
free throws from Akron guard
Rashon Brown pushed Akron's
advantage to 73-66 with 2:39
remaining. Akron regained
momentum and jumped to a six
point lead but a Pardon lay-up
with 20 seconds to go in the game
set the score at 80-77. Key free
throw shooting by Akron, which
ended the night 27 of 38 from the
charity stripe, sealed the win for
the Zips.
"We about made enough stupid mistakes to give the game
away at the end," said Akron
coach Dan Hipsher. "Its very hard
to win a game (in the MAC)...very
hard."
Len Mateki led the way for the
Takcons with 19 points and guard
Brandon Pardon followed Matela,
scoring most of his 17 points near
the end of the game. Guard Keith
McLeod hit for 12 points, despite
3 of 12 shooting from the field,
and other guard Trent Jackson
connected for 11 points and five
steals. Forward Josh Almanson
rounded off the Falcon's scorers
»

with 13 points.
The Falcons jumped out to a 60 lead to open the game on a
McLeod lay-up.
Akron closed the lead to 6-4 but
the Brown and Orange jumped
back on top 10 4 with a Pardon
left-handed lay-up.
After a McLeod 2 for 2 stint at
the free throw Hne, the Falcons led
16-6 with 12:26 left in the first half.
On BG's next possession, McLeod
pushed Akron's Byron Thompson
after the two battled for the
rebound on a missed shot.
McLeod received a technical foul
for his actions and within a
minute and a half, the Zips,
behind a David Falknor three
pointer, closed BG's advantage to
16-14 with 9:53 left
"I felt tonight we came out to
guard people, but as the game
wore on we just didnt" Dakich
said. "Our inherent stupidity takes
over with illegal screens and
intentional fouls and just dumb
stuff."
The game went Into half-time
with the Falcons up 31-27 but
within the first 30 seconds of the
second half, the Zips gained the
lead and never looked back,
despite the several attempts by
the Brown and Orange attack.
Both McLeod and Jackson
fouled out late in the second half
BASKETBALL PAGE 11
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Spartans continue 20game unbeaten streak
Hard work eventually pays off. For the
Michigan State hockey team, it has led to the
nation's longest unbeaten streak this season.
Since losing to Nebraska-Omaha on
October 20, MSU has gone 17-0-3 in its last 20
contests. The Spartans are 18-1 -4 overall and
11-1-3 in the CCHA.
Consistent defense, scoring and a strong
power play have allowed the first-place
Spartans to be competitive this season.
"We're a good solid team that plays defensively and plays to the system," head coach
Ron Mason said.
Senior leadership has also been part of
MSU's success. Forwards Sean Patchell.
Damon Whitten, Rustyn Doryny, John Nail
and Andrew Bogle played with lite Spartans'

regular season CCHA champions in 1998 and
1999 and CCHA Tournament Champions in
1999 and 2000.
"They know what it takes to win," Mason
said of the Spartans' work ethic in games and
practice.
MSU's experience and work ethic paid off
in Sunday's 2-1 overtime victory over Lake
Superior State. The Spartans trailed 1-0 until
Bogle's power play goal tied the game with five
seconds left in regulation. Doryny scored the
game winner with 20 seconds left in overtime.

CCHA Blue Chips
The Central Scouting Service ranked Ohio
State freshman center RJ. Umberger No. 4 out
of 240 North American players listed in its
annual report. The CSS ranks college and
junior players that are eligible for the National

Metis Basketball Box Score
AKRON 83, BOWLING GREEN 80
BOWLING GREEN (6-8)
Jackson 5-90-111. Klassen 1-20-0 2, Matela 9-151-2 19, McLeod 3126-7 12,Pardon6-104-5 17,Ryan2 4 0-06,CerkenO-00-00,Netter
0 00-00,Almanson6 10 1-2 13.Totals32-62 12-1780.
AKRON (6-8)
Thompson 2-4 0-0 4. Schindewolf 2-6 6-8 10. Weinkein 1-4 1-4 3,
Smith6-100-014,Brown6-108-10 20.Zollner0-00 00.Falknor5-755 19. Sims 1-5 7 9 9. Perm 1-20-2 2, Kalb0-00-0 0,Seibert 1-10-0 2.
Totals 25-49 27 3883.
Halftime—Bowling Green 31. Akron 27. 3-point goals—Bowling
Green 4-11 (Jackson 1 -1. McLeod 0-3. Pardon 1-3. Ryan 2-4). Akron 614 (Schindewolf 0-3. Smith 2-3. Falknor 4-6, Sims 0-2). Fouled out—
McLeod. Jackson. Smith. Rebounds-Bowling Green 30 (Matela 8).
Akron 32 (Sims 6). Assists—Bowling Green 20 (Pardon 11), Akron 15
(Brown 6). Total fouls—Bowling Green 28. Akron 20. Technical fouls—
McLeod. Bowling Green coach. A—2.850.

Hockey League Entry Draft in June.
"R.J. is a good puckhandler and is always
dangerous when he has possession of the
puck," the report said.
"(He) has shown the ability to score the big
goal and is capable of making big plays in traffic...he is strong on his skates and protects the
puck very well.. .In all game situations and is
frequently played on the power play and
penalty killing units."
Umberger was one of five CCHA players in
the top 50. The CSS listed Michigan freshman
defenseman Mike Komisarek at No. 9, Notre
Dame freshman forward Rob Clobke at No
21, Ohio State freshman forward David
Steckel at No. 25 and Michigan sophomore
forward Mike Cammalleri at No. 41.
The complete rankings can be found at
www.NHL.com.

Swimmers get honors
Two Falcon swimmers were
named the
Mid-American
Conference athletes of the week.
Sophomore Kelly O'Hara, a
west Chester native, placed first
in three individual events this
weekend and was a member of
three first place relav events fh
wins agains' Loiisville and
Allegheny. She won the 100
meter fly twice with times of
59.49 and 1:00.20 and the 100
back (101.71). O'Hara was also a
member of the 200 medley relay
and 200 free relay.

WANNABE
AWFALDJ?!
wfal
:1610am::cable 7::wtal.org:

:modern rock: :metal: :r pm:

WFAL 1610AM/CABLE 7
Info Night MONDAY®
9:00pm ... 121 West Hall
DJ training will then lake place Tuesday and Wednesday
nights. We still want you to be part of our team even if
you cannot attend! Please call our office at 372-8658 or
e-mail wfalprogramming@yahoo.com.

- Try our drop off service! ^

Redshirt freshman Ryan
Golden, from Washington, Mich,
placed first in three individual
events against Louisville and
Allegheny.
He took first in the 1000
freestyle with a time of 9:50.23.
He also won the 500 freestyle
(4:45.24) and the 200 freestyle
(1:47.98)

KIRK'S
LAUNDRY

Golden was also a member of
two 200 free relay teams that finished third twice.

709 5. Main Street, fiC
Phone: 352-0397

Falcons blow first half lead for loss
BASKETBALL f ROM PAGE 10

and Pardon was also plagued
with foul trouble, which caused
McLeod to run at the point guard
spot. Back-up point guard Jabari

Maddox was named ineligible
due to academics and didn't
make the trip, which called to
McLeod to be tlie back-up.
Akron's star guard Nate
Schindewolf. whose 15.8 points

per game average leads the Zips,
left the contest early in the first
half but returned, with his shooting hand wrapped in tape, with
less than nine minutes remaining.

He was ineffective and ended
the first 20 minutes with only four
points and ended the game with
ten. Schindewolf most likely has a
broken hand, according to
Hipsher.

OPEN 24 HOURS
Friendly personal service
Attendant on duty from
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
7 days a week
-

Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?
AITS

Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf Studio
will automatically enter you
in a drawing to win a free
trip to Cancun on Spring
Break! This is the last
opportunity this year!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Jan. 27 - Feb. 2
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Fans show mixed
reaction to new coach
ByAndyResnik

guy, but he had discipline. He
brought pride lo Ohio State.''

ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Ohio Stale has
its new fool ball coach, and some
Buckeye fans aren't sure if
Youngslown State's Jim Tressel is
the right man for the job.
"He's no! what we need,"
Clevelander Buck Holt said
Monday nighl while drinking a
shot and a beer at the Varsity
Club, a sports bar near campus.
"There's enough gold and blue in
Michigan. We don't need to be
blue here in Ohio."
Holi doesn't think Tressel has
the qualifications lo replace John
Cooper, who was fired Jan. 2.
Tressel won four Division I-AA
national championships at
Youngstown Stale, but has never
run a top program until now.
"I prefer (the late) Woody
Hayes." Holl said with a laugh
when asked about his first choice
for coach. "Thai's ihe kind of guy
we need. Woody whacked thai

Hayes was fired after striking a
Clemson player during the 1978
Gator Bowl.
John Choppa. a Youngstown
native who owns Rapallo's Italian
restaurant in Columbus, said
Tressel was the perfect choice
because fans always take great
pride in a winner.
Fans had been down on
Cooper because his teams usually lost in big games. Cooper was
2-10-1 against rival Michigan and
3-8 in bowls.
"I don't want to say anything
about Cooper, but it's a nice
change. I think he's going lo bring
back the OSU tradition," said
Choppa. who has covered the
walls of his restaurant with
Youngslown Stale paraphernalia
He said Youngstown will miss
Tressel, and even went as far lo
compare his departure to the fall
of the city's steel industry.

"It's going to be the hardest
tiling for Youngstown, lo get over
this," Choppa said. "They'll never
get another one like him."
But no! everyone had an opinion on Tressel.
Back at ihe Varsity Club, Ohio
Stale veterinary student Brandy
Morgan said she couldnl care
less about the new football
coach.
"I don't have any reaction. I
don't care what goes on.... I follow
the Mountaineers," said the
native of West Virginia, who was
sharing a pitcher of beer with
three friends.
"I think he's the kind of person
they need," her friend and fellow
vel student Keith Brown said of
Tressel. "He just wins."
But Brown also wanted lo give
Tressel a message — beat
Michigan.
"I don't care if they go 0-10 if
they win that big game al the end
of each year." Brown said.

ri
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Cla-Zel Theatre

Downtown BG * 353-1361
www hotlywood.com

Total Recall
R

RON JEREMY'S
HAWAIIAN HOT TUB
PARTY WEEKEND!

MEET THE
HEDGEHOG
HIMSELF!

5:00 9:30

The Wild
Bunch

THIS FRI C SAT
JANUARY
ItTH G SOTH

7:00
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Buckeyes name coach
BUCKS FROM PAGE 10
After Oakland Raiders coach
Jon Gruden joined Oregon's Mike
BeHotti in dropping out of contention, Tressel and Minnesota
coach Glen Mason were the finalists.
Mason took the full tour of the
school on Wednesday. Mason
said his meeting with Kirwan
went "great."
The hiring capped a 16-day
search thai finally settled on one
of Ihe lop two candidates from
the beginning.
Tressel was expected to sign a
multiyear contract paying him
around $ 1 million a year.
Others who either Interviewed
or spoke with Ohio Slate officials
about the job included current
Buckeye assistant head coach

Fred Pagac, former Ohio Stale
and NFL linebacker Chris
Spielman and Stanford coach
Tyrone Willingham.
Cooper was fired on Jan. 2 after
Ohio Slate lost 24-7 to South
Carolina in the Outback Bowl.
Cooper was 111-43-4, shared
three Big Ten titles and played in
bowls in 11 of his 13seasons.
Bui he was 3-8 in those bowl
games and just 2-10-1 against
Ohio Stale's chief rival, Michigan.
And in Columbus, the annual
showdown with the Wolverines is
called "The Game."
Tressel's Youngslown Slate
teams won national titles in 1991,
1993,1994 and 1997 — Ihe most
for a coach in I-AA history — and
had 12 winning seasons.
In an interview last week,
Tressel said Ihe pressures at a I-

AA program were different from
those at a Big Ten power — but
were pressures nonetheless.
"At Youngstown Slate right
now, we're supposed to win 15
games in a row and we're supposed lo have 20,000 people
happy in the seals and a half-amilllon people in our market
happy," he said. "At Ohio State,
you're supposed to win 12
straight games and keep 98.000
people happy in Ihe stands and
13 million people in Ihe state of
Ohio happy. Both are pretty
hard."
Tressel look over the Penguins
in 1986. After going 2-9 in his first
season. Tressel guided the
Penguins to their first I-AA playoff
appearance with an 8-4 mark ihe
next season and won Ihe Ohio
Valley Conference title.

Tressel wants to restore
TRESSEL. FROM PAGE 10
he said. "I told them right up
front. I said, 'Hey, if it weren't for
ihe guys in these seats and the
guys who have sat in these seals
for the last 15 years, I wouldn't
have been invited to go visit
there.' I told them I was grateful
for that and humbled by that."
With thai. Tressel lectured on
classwork. weightlifting and conditioning. No mailer what happens in Columbus, he stressed,
the work must continue.
Tressel, who won four I-AA
national championships at
Youngstown Slate, emerged from
among Ihe finalists for the Ohio
Slate position. They included
Minnesota coach Glen Mason,
who served on Ihe same Ohio
Stale staff with Tressel from 198385 and visited Ohio Stale on
Wednesday.

ONLY AT.

Tressel and his wife. Ellen, went
through Ohio Slate's facilities on
Tuesday before spending90 minutes with Ohio State President
William Kirwan.
"Obviously, the facilities have
changed a lot since 1985, lo say
Ihe least," Tressel said.
Ohio Stale's coaching offices
are still housed in ihe Woody
Hayes Athletic Center. But SI86
million is being spent to rebuild
the Buckeyes' home field, Ohio
Stadium. The field now sits 14 1/2
feet lower than il used lo. Luxury
suites and a new press box will be
completed this fall.
The original "Horseshoe."
which opened in 1922. is almost
completely surrounded by a new
facade.
The Ohio Stale coaching
search was all anyone talks about
in Columbus and in Youngstown
Yet Tressel didnt alter his sched
ule lo duck away from appoint

mentsortoavoid the responsibilities of also being Youngslown
State's athletics director.
"What's going on inside. I don't
know. Bui he never shows it." said
Strollo, YSU's athletics business
manager. "You'll never see him
down and you'll never see him up
too high. He's almost impossible
to read in that sense. He's as evenkeeled as they come — even in
situations like this, where most
people would be going crazy."
Tressel becomes Ohio Stale's
22nd head coach.
"I'm a believer thai things happen as they should. I tell thai lo
recruits all Ihe lime." he said
Most of the kids we end up
recruiting didn't wake up in Ihe
morning all through Iheir senior
year dying lo go to Youngslown
State. They might have wanted to
go somewhere else. But things
end up happening for the best for
everyone."

A Thursday teaser for you...

Every Sat Midnight

Which of the following words don't
belong in the group and why?
13S S. SVIINE RD. TOLEDO J31 0079 WWW.DEJAVU.COM

CORSET, COSTER, SECTOR, ESCORT, COURTS

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT
WITH

,

Signup Online atwww.dacor.net

NEWI9VE

al» WM WbMtM SU 3aM 1. Bow»« «M^ ONs 4M03
of ort 362-3668

Rentals
o332S. Main St. 352-5620
IQ

www.newloverealty.com

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2001-2002:
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
0

320 ELM ST. *A-D: Large & Furnished. Free gas heal, water & sower.
$420.00 per month, 12 month lease.
1^1
114 S. MAIN ST.: Unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics. Free waler & sewer.
S330.O0-S355.0O per month, 12 month lease.
117 N. MAIN ST.: Unfurnished, located downtown. S28O.O0-S375.O0 per
month, 12 month lease.

UNLIMITED ACCESS <£ <\ <\ 2£™
56K DMUP With BGSU MailtXM

or

HIGH
SPEED DSL
Stay Online 24/7

*P -LJ--

$ 16f&»

T--B-WNetwork MuKJpto Computers to One DSL Modem
TaJk on The Ptione end Surf The Web At The Same Time
•Plua Verizon Charge $32.60

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
320 ELM ST. »E-H: Furnished. Free gas heal, waler & sewer. Lots of space &
private parking. Close lo campus. $750.00 per month. 12 month lease.
709 FIFTH ST. #1-12: Two full baths & a dishwasher! Unfurnished. Private
parking. 51-4 $520.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease. 15-12
$565.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
801 FIFTH ST.: Unfurnished with palio or balcony. Free water & sewer.
Close to campus. $480.00 per month plus gas & electric, 12 month lease.
803 FIFTH ST.:Unfurnishcd with palio or balcony. Free waler & sewer.
Close lo campus. $480 per month plus gas & electric, 12 month lease.
309 HIGH ST.: Unfurnished and furnished apartments w/balconies and
palios. Free gas heat, waler & sewer. Private parking close lo campus.
$545.00 per month, 12 month lease.
311 S. MAIN ST. SA4B: Located downtown. Unfurnished. Spacious rooms
& lots of storage. Gas heat. $510.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. MAIN: Upper apartment. Unfurnished. Wood deck. Close to
downtown. $465.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
319 S. MAIN: Two story unfurnished (part of a house). Huge bedroom
upstairs. Front porch & storage area. $395.00 per month plus utilities,
12 month lease.
507 E. MERRY ST.: Large & furnished. Across from campus. Free water &
sewer. $600.00 per month plus electric (heal), 12 month lease.
525 E. MERRY ST.: Large & furnished across from campus. Free waler &
sewer. $600.00 per month plus electric (heat), 12 month lease.
520 E. REED ST.: Large & furnished. Across from campus. Free water &
sewer. $610.00 per month plus electric (heat), 12 month lease.
843 SIXTH ST.: Large & unfurnished with two full baths. Central air.
Dishwashers. Private parking. »1-4 $480.00 per month plus utilities,
12 month lease. T5-12 $510.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
920 E. WOOSTER ST.: Roomy & furnished. Across from Kohl Hall. Free gas
heat, water & sewer. $735.00 per month plus electric, 12 month lease.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
317 S. MAIN ST.: Two story part of a house Bedrooms upstairs. Unfurnished.
Close lo campus. $465.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
815 SECOND ST.: Unfurnished house. Close to campus. Large yard. Large
living room with eat-in kitchen. $715.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month
lease. Zoned for no more than (3) unrelated people.

0
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0

0

IS lOIR
UTEW TEAR'S
RESOLL!TIO\ TO|
fiET HM iHAPE.
Let Us Help!

|#1 Wholesale Nutrition
I We carry a large array of
[products that include Weight
I Less, Muscle Building,
■Vitamins, Herbs, and
I many more.
"Some companies include:
•Optimum
Nutrition
•Muscle Tech
*EAS
'Atkins Diet

| fffiy

Located at: 140 East
Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Next to BW3's.
Ebojlfi; 352-1500

Up to 50%|
OFF
Retail
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Campus Events

Personals

Help Wanted

STUDY ABROAD RETURNEE
SESSIONS
If you studied abroad last semester,
please attend one ot these sessions
to share your overseas experience
with other returnees:
Tuesday, January 23, 3:305:30p.m. 1103 Otfenhauer West
Monday, January 29, 3:305:30p.m. 1103 Otfenhauer West
Call 372-0479 if you are unable to
attend.
You can be a DJ!
WFAL 1610 AM/Cable 7 Into Night
Monday 1/22 9 9:00pm
121 West Hall. Questions''
Call 372-8658 or e-mail
wfalprogramming0yahoo.eom

Confidential Eating Disorder
Support Group
Women & Men at all stages of
recovery. Group support &
encouragement. Confidential
interactive discussions.
Every Wednesday 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller @ 372-7426 for
more information.

Camp Counselor and Director Positions-YMCA Camp Willson-1 hr.
NW of Columbus-Exciting and fun
opportunities for Male and Female
counselor positions at one of YMC As top Co-ed Summer overnight
camps. Child/Teen Counselor Positions! Sports Coordinators! Equestrian Staff! Aquatic Staff! For memories that last a life-time contact 800423-0427 or willson 1 ebrightusa.net

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL OFFICIALS AND STOREKEEPERS
NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER.
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE. MUST COMPLETE TAKEHOME RULES TEST AND ATTEND
MANDATORY CLINICS. CLINICS
WILL BE HELD JAN. 23 AND 24.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: W.
C BASKETBALL-JAN. 23. M BASKETBALL-JAN. 24.

Travel
#111! Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes
Meals & Free Parties! Awesome
beaches. Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel com
1-800-678-

6388
»111' Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs! Daytona $159! South
Beach$199! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break 2001 Hotels. Bars.
Restaurants Daytona, Panama City,
Key West. South Padre
www yourspringbreak com.
Spnng Break: Panama City. Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida
Best parlies, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www.myspnngbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

LIVE BANDS AT BREWSTERS
Friday Night - Sugarbuzz
Saturday Nighl - Crazy eDDIE
MEDITATION GROUP AT THE
UCF COMMUNITY AND SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Led by Dr. Marvin Belzer, philosophy professor at BGSU. Beginning
this Friday at 6 pm UCF is located
at 313 Thurstin (Comer of Thurstin
and Ridge). Thl» group Is open to
any person who Is Interested In
meditating with a group. Beginners who would like to learn how
to meditate are especially Invited.

Attention students' Shuttle services
are now available to Wal-Mart Store
hours: Mon-Sat 7am-f 1pm. Sun
9am-10pm. Contact Shuttle Services tor more details
Immigration Consulting Service, experienced professional service, reasonable rates 354-8192 or icsOdacor.net.

Fast growing international company
has opening for full time
purchasing/inventory control person.
Applicant has to be very detail oriented, able to use EXCEL, capable
ol handling multiple tasks. Please
respond immediately by tax-419 354
0740 or mail PO Box 588, Bowling
Green. OH 43402.
Fraternities * Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1 000-S2.000 this quarter with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today1 Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Unlimited tanning till Spnng Break! 2
months unlimited $45! Campus Tanning. 1 block from campus 352-7889

HELP WANTED: America Reads
Tutors. Help teach children how to
read. Flexible Hours. $6 00/hr Must
be Federal Work Study eligible.
Call 372-2331 for more info.

Wanted

Help Wanted: Babysit Professor's
Preschoolers and do light housekeeping in our Perrysburg home.
10-2 M,W,F or 2-6 M.W.F 372-8111.

1 Female Roommate. Own bedroom
& bath, near campus, spacious. Call
Karin at 353-9122.

Services Offered

Babysitter needed starling immed. in
Perrysburg for 6 mo. old boy. M-F,
8am-4pm Will accept combined sitters Call 419-873-8398.

1 Female subleaser. $175/month *■
utilities, close to campus Call collect
(419)625-5622
House mate needed, own room,
near campus. Call 353-2309.
Roommate needed in Campbell Hill
Apts. own room, furnished,
S197.507mo ♦ utilities, ask tor Bria
353-5464 or (419) 934-0375.

Help Wanted: Now hiring wait staff,
flexible hours, excellent money, no
experience necessary, will work with
your schedule. Yoko Japanese Restaurant 465 W. Dussel Dr. Maumee.
OH call 893-2290
It you are looking for summer employment come and join the conference staff team this summer and
work with residential camps & conferences. Persons should have excellent customer service skills and
knowledge of the campus. For more
information, please call the Conference Programs Office. 372-9225.

Help Wanted
Part-time chiktcare staff positions,
available mornings. 352-2506.
Part-lime employment available in
graphics dept. of local screen printer. PC/MAC, Computer Graphics
Skills necessary. Approximately 10
hrs/week. Flexible during business
hours. Contact 354-8717 ext. 16.
Part time kitchen help & drivers.
Flexible hours. Apply at Hungry Howie's Pizza in Perrysburg. Call 8724800.

(---,

Rent these
2 bedroom units for
$490/month!
Free heat, water &
sewer at these locations

Am
agement

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER-Prolossionalfy hand-crafted. Beautiful instrument, great sound. Perfect condition. $225 includes case. 372-9605.
Nintendo 64 system w/9 games Including Perfect Dark, Expansion
Pak, Rumble Pak, all instructions, &
Prima Game Guides. $250 OBO
Make an offer, I warn to sell.
KENSMEANCODE.COM

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
224E.W00STER

352-0717

Columbia Court Apartments
(903,907,915,921,
929, 935 Thurstin

• 3 bedroom/2 bams
• Furnished

Staples Office Supply is now hiring
for both FULL and PART TIME positions. Benifits available. Flexible
hours and Competitive Pay. Apply at
Staples. 1080 S. Main St, Bowling
Green

• Close to campus
• Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

,/
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...Get Them While They Last!

For Sale
Checkout our Website for a complete
'88 Mazda 626 LX, loaded, pwr.
sunroof, dependable, runs & looks
good. $1500 obo. 419-748-8734

IIEV
a

Check out this huge
two bedroom townhouse
with two-car garage and
balcony!!!

HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and tax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 6X14558.
Large desk for sale. 5 ft., teacher
style. 4 drawers »file drawer, great
cond. email: lshanabrook@mco.edu,
$28.

RNrlPNrTlHA PSA's kids need youl
Private duty nursing cases in the
surrounding areas. Full/Part-time,
day/night shifts available. Control
your own schedule. Flex hrs. Signon bonus and more. Fax resume to
(419) 537-1857 or call for appt.
(419) 537-1856 or (888) 403-2273.
Service Coordinator (15 Hrs ./Week)
Individual experienced in social
work, mental health, or gerontology
with knowledge of community resources to perform assessments
and coordinate services for senior
and disabled residents of community
housing in Bowling Green.
Send resume to:
Personnel/IHS
Area Office on Aging of NWO, Inc.
2155 Arlington Avenue
Toledo. OH 43609-1997
EEO/AAP, Bilingual/Minority encouraged to apply.

G
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listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

The BG News Classified
Fax/Mail-in Form

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next vear before it's too late!!!
Indian Rivers
702 Fourth St. B

'89 Toyota Corolla, 200K mi, 2 new
tires, some rust, runs OK. $700.
353-4255

Preschool & Daycare Center. Looking for talented, take charge individuals for out toddler and preschool
units. Work directly with children and
interface with parents. Afternoon
and sub positions available. Free
child care for employees. Call 8784190 for more information.

r 1

Mid Am Manor
641 Third: 9
702 Third: 2,4 & 11
839 Fourth: 1,4, 5,8, 9, & 10

For Sale

For Sale

U

The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place
advertising in The News.The decision whethei to release this information shall
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION.
DEADLINE:

1 day prior to publication by 2p.m.

RATES PER DAY: $1.00 per line (approx.35-45 spaces per line); $3.00 minimum charge

75C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day
CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY:

1 x 1 box 8 lines maximum $8.00 per insertion
1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $15.00 per insertion

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380

ALL THE COPIES YOU
NEED

''~

5< COPIES!
BURSARABLE!
MON-TH. 9AM-6PM,
FRI. 9AM-5PM
^^^ 372-9633
•NOW HIRING'
UN IVS MITY PRINTINti ft POSTAL SIRVKI*
PIFARTMINT
FOR MOM INFORMATION <ALL
372-8137

CAMPUS
COPY
CENTER

111 UNIVERSITY HALL!

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM:
Name/Dept:
Address:
Number of Days:.

Start Date:

ORG

BGSU# AREA
Days of the Week: M

T

CAMPUS COPY CENTER
MAKE $5.00 WORTH OF COPIES,
RECEIVE ONE FREE MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN SODA FROM ANY
DINING FACILITY ON CAMPUS!
sroe »v TMI cour atmtt KM MOM INFORMATION

100
110
120
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150
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Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, OH 43403
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For Rent

For Sale

For Rent

Playstation 2 for sale $450 obo Ask
tor Tyler. 354-5724.

1 Bedroom Apt. for rent. Avail, immediately. S. Enlerpiose $390/mo
354-4202.
3-4 bedroom house, dose to campus. $850/mo. 686-4651.

For Rent
"Needed immed^own room. 1 female/2 It related, located al 729 4th
St. S225/450/mo. Call 353-0325.
"01-02 Houses. Apts , & Efficiencies
•729 4th St. 4 bedroom, C/A
'311 & 316 E. Merry. 2 bedroom Apt
•146 S. Colleoe. elf., ind. utils. W/D
*309 1/2 E. Merry, rooms ind. utils.

Call 353-0329 9am-9pm.
1 bedroom apt. avail, immediately
All utils. & cable TV ind. Min. 4 mo.
lease. Inquire at Buckeye Inn & Studios. 352-1520.

Find It In
The BG Newsl

Apt. for rent 1082 Fairview. 2 bdrm,
1 1/2 bth, air cond., dishwasher, utility room w/ washer/dryer hook-up.
tots of closet space. $210/mo., up to
3 subleasers. Ask for Amy or Crissy
352-2219.
Apt. for rent, 2 bdrm. furnished. 704
5th Street, Available May, Aug. or
Summer leases, 352-3445
Apt. for rent: Available immediately
1 bdrm, furnished. $375/mo. (419)
352-0717. 415 N. Main.
Efficiency Apts. Available short or
long-term leases. All utils.. phone. &
cable ind. Inquire at Buckeye Inn &
Studios, 352-1520.

For Rent

House mate needed; pond, hot tub.
price negotiable. 353-2309.
Houses. 1. 2, & 3 bdrm. apts. beginning May '01.9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
Now Leasing W02
Georgetown Manor, 800 3rd St. 1 &
2 bdrms.. 616 2nd St. 1 bdrm. and
effldency. Call 354-9740 for more
info.

For Rent

M or F subleaser needed ASAPMay $190Vmo. Own room, dose to
campus. Call Uz or Tony 354-7604.
Short term - Jan 1st to May 101h, 3
bdrm house. 125 Crim, $700 * utilities. Ph« 353-3855

For Rent

Small efficiency, all util. paid, A/C,
available now! $2707month. 317
Manville Ave. 354-6480 or Apt. K.
Spacious 2 bdrm apt, clean large
room, now avail, for rent. $550/mo.
137 W. Wooster (419) 382-0681.

One subleasor needed, University
Village Apts. Call Scott O 352-6106
Professor will share large home with ,
graduate student or other professor,
large wooded lot; 2 wood burning
i
fire places; $275/ including utilities;
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message.
02504271 Several great 3 It 4 bdrm
houses avail. May IS, 01 i yr
lease, basements, W/D, block from
campus, gas. Call after 6:00. 3532382.

Game.

Management Inc.

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

1 [Test your skill with
NTN Interactive Sports &
Trivia Games!]

Management Inc.
IlilLsdal* Apts. 1082 Fairview.
I Bdrm & 2 Bdrm.
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

New For You
at

Voted Best Pizza 8y
FRC€ D€LIV€RV
$4.50 Minimum

Tired of Dorm Life? Efficiency Apt.
w/ separate bathroom and kitchenette ♦ laundry room. All Utils ind.
except for cable & phone. 2 Blocks,
from campsu. Call Aaron or Tara at
352-7095.

W&

a Row! j >*

STEAK HOUSE

FOR THE PRICE OF A
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP

352-5166

COMEDY!

AfEgCA
Management Inc.

,'//;s nun li Imi'

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • lunch Fri. 'Sot. 'Sun.

^CHOOSE &k ■*

January 19(b

• 7" 1 Item pizza or calzone
• 5 Reg. Breadsticks
• Small Sub
• 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers

lO'S 352-5166
A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

I

5319 Heatherdowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
$2 admission every Wed.
w/coUeee I.D.
Must be 18 to enter
■Connxtionscomedyclub.corpai

Management inc.
Ileiiusite Apts. 710 N Enterprise
I & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in them
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

419-255-8000
Moat seas* cy fljHnh i*w

AfBECA
Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St
Ibdrm/Air Condition
DishwashcrAjarbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

5 TUTNTPTATY

SHOWTIMES
WED & THURS 8 PM
FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:30
2FOR1
ADMISSION W/AD
EXPIRES: 1/19

203 N. MAIN
Not Valid Wilh Any Omer Otter • Expires 3/3 1/01

Open every Frtdiy, 6-10 »M
144$ Monroe Street Toledo. OH 4)610

This Week:
GREG
MORTON

FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

* Club Friday Music Escapade (light jazz),
6 30-9 30 PM
* FREE lour: The Sounds of Art. 6 45 PM
* FREE Recital Diane Brooks, soprano.7PM
* FREE Performance North Coast Theatre
L0StNight.$b&)O'w

^Friday

FEATURING COMICS
FROM HBO, SHOWTIME, "DAVID LETTERMAN" AND
"THE TONIGHT SHOW"!

FOR$5.50OR3/$8.00

^.

Evergreen Apt 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large 1 Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

Lrvf muttc. qreat fbod. tun people, and hxredlWe art. Its
AMMMGl what you've been waiUixj Tor all week!

•10 am until 2 pm-

/JvfEfcCA
Management Inc.

m

Enterprise Mouse
114 N. Enterprise St.
lbdrmsAlosc to University
Starts at $345 - Call 353-5800

^Rau/mcuis

Stop by our office at

at the Lodge

1045 N. Main St
for complete lisling or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~mecca

1628 E Woosttr • Bowling Green » 354-2535
Across from tbt BCSU Stadium

fltarcos Pizza
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
MEDIUM PIZZA
Chesseand Mopping
'Additional toppings $1.00 each
'Limited Time Offer

LARGE PIZZA
Chesse and 1 -topping
•Additional toppings $1.00 each
•Limited Time Offer

X LARGE PIZZA
Chesse and 1-topping
•Additional toppings $1.00 each
•Limited Time Offer

ffl

FREE DELIVERY
1045 N. Main

353-BGSU
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